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PREFACE.

I hope henceforward to do without preface ; for

the real state of our schools in any oiven year

cannot he described in few words, and after the

most earnest analysis of the causes of advance or

decline, the real result will always he inexplicable.

Great painters will every now and then appear when

no one expects them
;

or perhaps disappear sud-

denly through trap doors without any visible reason

for their exit ; and the critic can onlv congratulate' J CD

in simplicity, or lament in amazement. The present

Exhibition shows steady advance among the younger

students ;
the more experienced masters, whether

Academic or pre-Raphaelite, arc either absent or

indolent
;

but I have never seen the Academy

walls show so hi^h an average of <<;ood work.





NOTES,
ETC. EIC.

EXHIBITION OF THE ROYAL ACADEXY.

12. Reminiscences of the Ball. (G. D. Leslie.)

It must be a great delight to Mr. Leslie to see

his son do such good work as this. There is not a

prettier little piece of painting on the walls, and very

few half so pretty. All the accessories, too, are at once

quaint and graceful : showing an enjoyment of ele-

gance in form (even down to the design of the frame

of the picture, and the bars of the chair,) which is

very rare among the young painters of the rising-

school. This grace of fancy is shown no less in the

little Chinese subject by the same artist (351), which,

however, is not quite so thoroughly painted. I shall

look anxiously for Air. Leslie's work next year, for

he seems to have truly the power of composition,

and that is the gift of gifts if it be rightly used.

lie colours very well already.

13. A Boy in Florentine Costume. (J. 11. Hay.)

Very masterly and complete in effect, and like

the Val d'Arno : so also its companion, No. 1/3.
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But the intention of this latter is mistaken. An

English boy, however luxuriously bred, has usually

twenty times the firmness in his face that an Italian

one has. Italian boys are beautiful—full of vitality

and roguery ; lazy, and, on the whole, well fed,

wherever I have seen them. There is more misery

of an outward and physical kind in a couple of

London back-streets than in a whole Italian town.

Mental degradation, not physical suffering, consti-

tutes the slavery of Italy,
— both constitute that of

England. Italian slavery is infinitely grander than

ours. The souls of Italy at least need iron bars to

bind them
;

ours need only the threads of purses.

15. The Vale of Rest. (J. E. Millais, A.)

I have no doubt the beholder is considerably

offended at first sight of this picture
—

justifiably so,

considering what might once have been hoped for

from its painter; but unjustifiably, if the offence

taken prevents his staying by it
;
for it deserves his

study.
" We are offended by it." Granted. Perhaps

the painter did not mean us to be pleased. It may
be that he supposed we should have been offended

if we had seen the real nun digging her real grave ;*

that she and it might have appeared to us not

altogether pathetic, romantic, or sublime
;
but only

strange, or horrible
;
and that he chooses to fasten

this sensation upon us rather than any other.

*
I believe, in point of fact, nuns neither dig their own graves,

nor erect tombstones : but we will take the picture on its own

terms.



It is a temper into which many a good painter

has fallen before now. You would not find it a plea-

sant thing to be left at twilight in the church of the

Madonna of the Garden at Venice, with the last light

falling on the skeletons— half alive, dreamy, stam-

mering skeletons—shaking the dust off their ribs, in

Tintoret's Last Judgment. Perhaps even you might
not be at your ease before one or two pale crucifixes

which I remember of Giotto's and other not mean

men, where the dark red runlets twine and trickle

from the feet down to the skull at the root of the

cross. Many an ugly spectre and ghastly face has

been painted by the gloomier German workmen be-

fore now, and been in some sort approved by us
;

nay, there is more horror by far, of a certain kind, in

modern French works— Vernet's Eylau and Plague,

and such like—which we do not hear any one de-

claim against
—

(nay, which seem to meet a large

division of public taste,) than in this picture which

so many people call
"
frightful."

Why so frightful ? Is it not because it is so nearly

beautiful ?—Because the dark green field, and wind-

less trees, and purple sky might be so lovely to per-

sons unconcerned about their graves ?

Or is it that the faces are so ugly ? You would

have liked them better to be fair faces, such as would

jrrace a drawing-room, and the grave to be dug in

prettier ground— under a rose-bush or willow, and

in turf set with violets—nothing like a bone visible

as one threw the mould out. So, it would have

been a sweet piece of convent sentiment.
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I am afraid that it is a good deal more like real

convent sentiment as it is. Death—confessed for

king before his time, asserts, so far as I have seen,

some authority over such places ;
either unper-

ceived, and then the worst, in drowsy unquickening
of the soul

;
or felt and terrible, pouring out his

white ashes upon the heart—ashes that burn with

cold. If you think what the kind of persons who

have strength of conviction enough to give up the

world, might have done for the world had they not

given it up : and how the King of Terror must

rejoice when he wins for himself another soul that

might have gone forth to calm the earth
;

and

folds his wide, white wings over it for ever :
—

He also gathering his children together ;

—and how

those white sarcophagi
—towered and belfried, each

with his companies of living dead, gleam still so mul-

titudinous among the mountain pyramids of the

fairest countries of the earth : places of silence for

their sweet voices
; places of binding for their

faithfullest hands
; places of fading for their mightiest

intelligences :
—

you may, perhaps, feel also, that so

great wrong cannot be lovely in the near aspect of

it
;
and that if this very day, at evening, we were

allowed to see what the last clouds of twilight glow

upon in some convent garden of the Apennines, we

might leave the place with some such horror as this

picture will leave upon us
;

not all of it noble

horror, but in some sort repulsive and ignoble.

It is, for these reasons, to me, a great work :

nevertheless, part of its power is not to the painter's
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praise. The crude painting is here in a kind of

harmony with the expression of discord which was

needed. But it is crude—not in momentary compli-

ance with the mood which prompted this wild design ;

but in apparent consistency of decline from the artist's

earlier ways of labour. Pass to his other picture
—

the "
Spring," and we find the colour not less abrupt,

though more vivid.

And when we look at this fierce and rigid orchard,—this angry blooming
—

petals, as it were, of japanned
brass

;
and remember the lovely wild roses and

flowers scattered on the stream in the "
Ophelia ;"

there is, I regret to say, no ground for any diminu-

tion of the doubt which I expressed two years since,

respecting the future career of a painter who can fall

thus strangely beneath himself.

The power has not yet left him. With all its

faults, and they are grievous, this is still mighty

painting : nothing else is as strong, or approximately

as strong, within these walls. But it is a pheno-

menon, so far as I know, unparalleled hitherto in art-

history, that any workman capable of so much should

rest content with so little. All former art, by men

of any intellect, has been wrought, under whatever

limitations of time, as well as the painter could do it ;

evidently with an effort to reach something beyond

what was actually done : if a sketch, the sketch

showed a straining towards completion ;
if a picture,

it showed a straining to a higher perfection ;
but

here, we have a careless and insolent indication of

things that might be—not the splendid promise of a
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grand impatience, but the scrabbled remnant of a

scornfully abandoned aim.

And this wildness of execution is strangely asso-

ciated with the distortion of feature which more or

less has been sought for by this painter from his

earliest youth ; just as it was by Martin Schongauer
and Mantegna. In the first picture (from Keat's

Isabella) which attracted public attention, the figure

in the foreground writhed in violence of constrained

rage : in the picture of the "
Holy Family at Nazareth,"

the Virgin's features were contorted in sorrow over

a wounded hand
;

violent ugliness of feature spoiled

a beautiful arrangement of colour in the " Return of

the Dove," and disturbed a powerful piece of dramatic

effect in the "
Escape from the Inquisition." And

in this present picture, the unsightliness of some of

the faces, and the preternatural grimness of others,

with the fierce colour and angular masses of the

flowers above, force upon me a strange impression,

which I cannot shake off—that this is an illustration

of the song of some modern Dante, who, at the first

entrance of an inferno for English society, had found,

carpeted with ghostly grass, a field of penance for

young ladies
;

where girl-blossoms, who had been

vainly gay, or treacherously amiable, were condemned

to recline in reprobation under red-hot apple blossom,

and sip scalding milk out of a poisoned porringer.

40. The Night before Naseby. (A. L. Egg, A.)

An interesting contribution to the store of hints

for better understanding of English historv which
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painters and poets are now continually throwing out

for us. This scene is, however, hardly strange enough

to have the look of reality : it is what we should, or

could, all imagine ahout Cromwell
;
while most likely,

if we had really heen able to look into his tent the

night before Naseby, the look of him would have been

something different from what we should have ima-

gined. A picture which is not at first a little won-

derful to us, can hardly at last be true to us.

63. A Huff. (J. Philip.)

Full of powerful and dexterous painting; but un-

graceful, and slightlv vulgar. This last character is

given chiefly by the brilliancy of petticoat and

chenille, prevailing at once over passions, faces, and

landscape. It is, indeed, quite right to elaborate

details
;
but not the ignoblest details first and best.

All ! or none. If chenille, then, d fortiori
—

orange

bough and blossom
;

if blue petticoat, a fortiori
—

blue sky. The orange tree, it might be said, would

have spoiled the faces if it had been made out ?

Then put something behind them that will not spoil

them, but ahvays paint it well, whatever it is.

9<3. The late Captain Sir Charles Hotham.

(G. Richmond, A.)

This is a very noble portrait ;
full of simple and

manly character; vigorous and complete in workman-

ship : but all the best of it is here lost, and what

deficiency exists in its dark colour brought out, both

bv its height above the eye, and bv the neighbourhood
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of the white dresses in the portraits beneath it
;
and

thus a great injustice is done to the painter, and a

real loss (for it is a serious one not to see this

admirably wrought head better) caused to the public,

merely for the sake of the symmetries of the saloon
;

that a diagonal line of general in No. 95, may
balance a diagonal line of lady in No. 69- In the

Louvre, at this moment, the French use their best

old pictures, the treasures of Europe, in the same

way, and hang Titian's and Rubens' portraits to

balance each other, forty feet above the eye. Such

treatment of great pictures is simply, and in the full

sense of the word, "savage ;" such things cannot be

done, whether by us here, or by the French in the

Louvre, but in a clownish ignorance of the meaning
of the word "

picture ;" and of the entire value and

purpose of painting. And, indeed, when the pictures

are wholly precious and perfect, like the Titian with

the red capped St. Joseph, which the French have

hung high out of sight in the Louvre, or like the

Sir Joshua's Holy Family which we have thrust into

the darkest room in Marlborough House, "clownish"

is not a strong enough word for the mischief;
"
savage" is the accurate expression. A clown buys

ornaments for his cottage chimney-piece, without

much understanding of their merit as works of art,

but at least he puts them where he can see them.

But your savage, to whom, after much polite and

instructive conversation about England, thinking to

deepen the impression on his mind, you make a

present of miniatures of the Queen and Prince
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Albert, presently attaches the Queen to one ear, and

Prince Albert to the other, and dances round you
with a howl. We two great nations, French and

English,
" wear

"
our noble pictures precisely in this

manner.

It is to be hoped that in the arrangement of the

building about to be raised for the occupation of the

Academy, the fact may be at last acknowledged, that

a picture which is worth seeing at all is worth seeing

well
;

that a picture gallery needs space, but not

height
— and rational sequence, not overwhelming

concentration, of its treasures.

The portrait of the Dean of Westminster, No. 510,

shows Mr. Richmond's power more satisfactorily.

113. Clarkson Stanncld, Esq., R.A. (D. Macnee.)

A good portrait ; only Mr. Stanfield's eyes are

more piercing, even in general, and must be cspe-

ciallv so when he is sketching-. And surelv the

portrait of a landscape painter ought to have a

background. Velasquez always allows his admirals

a little sea
; might not Mr. Stanfield have had at

least a rock and a wave.

135. Waiting for the Ferry Boat.—Upper Egypt.

(J. F. Lewis, A.)

Well, of course, it is very nice. Housings and

camels—palm trees—clouds, and Sheik. But waiting

for a ferry-boat is dull work
;
and are we never to get

out of Egypt any more ? nor to perceive the existence

of any living creatures but Arabs and camels ? Is
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there nothing paintable in England, nor Spain, nor

Italy ? Or, in the East, if we must live in the East,

is no landscape ever visible but a dead level of mud
raised two feet above a slow stream. I have heard

of lovely hills and convents at Athos—of green trees

and flowing waters at Damascus—of mightv rocks

at Petra and Mount Hor—of wonderful turrets and

enamelled walls at Cairo ; surely the mosaic of a

marble turret is as pretty a thing to paint as a camel-

housing ;
and it would take no more trouble to draw

the ridges of an Arabian mountain than the folds

of that everlasting Sheik's cloak ! We go to this

melancholy Egypt through plague, and mosquitos,

and misery of every sort—and all we see for our

pains is a camel with a fine carpet on his back.

Cannot we see that anv dav at the Zoological Gar-

dens ? But the Sphinx, and the temples, and the

hieroglyphics, and the mirage, and simoom
;

and

everything that we want to know about, and that

one would be so thankful to have painted properly ;

—shall we never have any of these ? It is too un-

kind of you, Mr. Lewis
;
and it serves you quite

right to be put up there, where nobody can see a bit

of vour good work, but only your dull subject. But

what is this we have got put underneath you, which

looks like a tobacconist's sign ;
a valuable work it is

to be hoped
—let us see.

137. The Fusee. (A. Cooper, K.A.)

The sublime of English art, truly ! A lake, with

ingenious white touches at the edges, to mark it
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from the mountains ;
some rocks of leather

;
skv-

blue heather
;

wooden- headed people, displaying

themselves in the athletic exercise of smoking, and

a pool of water, with vertical reflections of sloping

lines ! A superb art lesson for the line of the

Academy—heroic and optical at once
;

it is inte-

resting, especially, to see that, in the present state of

British science, one may write R.A. after one's name,

yet not be able to paint a gutter.

160. The Church of Sta. Maria della Salute.

(D. Roberts, R.A.)

My dear Mr. Roberts, is this like a church built

of white Carrara marble ? La Salute is verily as

white as snow in some places ; black-spotted or

ochre-spotted in others
;

but delicate and lovely

evervwhere. And then the gondoliers ! still alwavs

where they couldn't possibly row ! It would be very

comfortable for gondoliers if thev might stand in

the middle of the boat close by the canopy ;
but

to their sorrow, sometimes to their misfortune, they

must stand far back, poised on the point of the giddy

stern. I say
" sometimes to their misfortune," for,

as if specially to illustrate Mr. Leslie's* declaration,

in defence of Canaletto against some fault-finding

of mine, that the water " as it approached the houses

was sheltered from the breeze, my strongest gondolier

was blown off his perch into the canal at my own

door one day, just opposite this very church, and

had nearly been brained against the doorstep.

* Handbook for Young Painters, p. 269.
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I much regret Mr. Roberts' abandonment of his

old picturesque subjects for these severe ones. He
had a great gift of expressing the ins and outs of

Spanish balconies and roofs, and the hollow work of

complex tracery, and all his skill of this kind is now

passing away into formal architectural drawing in

brown and gray. His old painting of the spires

of Burgos Cathedral—of its turreted chapter-house—the tombs of Ferdinand and Isabella—the towers

and courts of the Alhambra, &c, involved points of

interest and displays of skill which none of his sub-

jects at present cither contain or admit
;
while their

generally smaller size prevented the painter's weary-

ing at his work, and enabled us to have five or six

subjects each year instead of two.

165. Mary Magdalen. (J. R. Herbert, R.A.)

Very beautiful, and an interesting example of the

noble tendency of modern religious art to conceive

scenes as they really in probability occurred
;
not in

merely artistic modification or adaptation.

The picture tells its story sufficiently, and needs no

comment. It is not of high artistic merit, but a sin-

cere and gentle conception, adequately, and therefore

very touchingly, expressed.

167. "Just as the Twig is Bent."

(W. Mulrcady, R.A.)

I see that this picture has been depreciatingly

spoken of in several of the journals. I think un-

justly so. It is as good as Mr. Mulrcady's work
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usually is. I had occasion last year to point out

the general defect of that work—namely, that the

painter is evidently thinking only of himself and his

drawing
—never caring the least ahout what he has

to draw
; of which, therefore, he misses precisely the

most valuable characters, and succeeds in using more

skill in painting Nothing than any painter ever spent

before on that subject.

If the trees in the background are supposed to

be typical of education, they ought to have been

better grown. Mr. Mulready's trees arc often

supposed by artists to be well drawn, merely be-

cause they arc well rounded. But they are, never-

theless, mannered in execution, and false in tree

anatomy.

190. Barley Harvest on the Welsh Coast.

(C. P. Knight.)

A delightful subject, forcibly, because harmoniously,

l'endercd, though without any subtlety of execution.

I am glad to observe how much the public enjoy a

piece of plain fact like this, plainly told
;
and how

they rejoice in their gradual discovery that ground

may be golden and sea blue, no less than brown and

gray.

211. Jeanie Deans and Queen Caroline.

(C. K. Leslie, E.A.)

The more I learn of art, the more respect I feel

for Mr. Leslie's painting, as such
;
and for the way

it brings out the expressional result he requires.

B 2
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Given, a certain quantity of oil colour to be laid with

one touch of pencil, so as to produce at once the

subtlest and largest expressional result possible, and

there is no man now living who seems to me to come

at all near Mr. Leslie, his work being, in places,

equal to Hogarth for decision, and here and there a

little lighter and more graceful (Hogarth always

laying his colour somewhat in daubs and spots).

But I am obliged to write above,
" the result he

(Mr. Leslie) requires," as being very completely dis-

tinguished from the result that other people might

possibly require. So long, indeed, as Mr. Leslie is

dealing only with delicate, lady-like, or gentleman-

like expression, he is a consummately faithful artist.

I cannot help referring once more to his exquisite

Belinda and her lover, in his "
Rape of the

Lock," as types of all that can be asked in such

painting ;
and in this picture before us—the Queen,—and still more the dark-robed Lady Suffolk,

are quite beautiful ; as also in No. 152, Lady

Percy. But Jeanie, here ! and Harry, there ! !

Alas, the day ! Examine the two pictures well ;

they arc among the most instructive that ever

yet appeared on the Academy walls, in showing the

possibility of entering completely into the spirit of

the gracefulnesses of society, without the power of

conceiving Heroism. To a certain extent, the mind

of Reynolds was of this stamp. lie could conceive

a most refined lord or lady, but not a saint or

Madonna ;
and his best hero, Lord Ileathfield, is

but an obstinate old English gentleman after all.
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Gainsborough takes very nearly the same view of

us. Hogarth laughs at or condemns us. Leslie, ac-

customed to high English life, supposes that this was

Harry Percy's way of wearing his spurs. Is it not

a rather strange matter, that our seers or painters,

contemplating the English nation, cannot, all of

them put together, paint an English hero ? Nothing
more than an English gentleman in an obstinate

state of mind about keys ;
with an expression

which I can conceive so exceedingly stout a o-entle-

man of that age as occasionally putting on, even

respecting the keys of the cellaret. Pray, consider

of it a little, good visitors to the Royal Academy
in the afternoon, whether it is altogether the painter's

fault, or anybody else's !

237- A Maltese Xebec, on the Rocks of Procida.

(C. Stanficld, R.A.)

It is rather singular that the castle of Ischia,

which appears in the distance of this picture, is

almost the only piece of really picturesque archi-

tecture which is to be found on the Academy walls

this year.

It is not, perhaps, one of Mr. Stanficld's best

works, but his mountain forms are always true and

bold
;
and after infinite and infinitesimal calls upon

one's sympathy from leaves and dragonflies, one

is glad of a piece of solid rock and wall, about

which one is not expected to "feel" anything par-

ticular.
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310. Sunday in the Backwoods. (T. Faed.)

This will of course be a very popular picture,

and deserves to be so, having every claim to our

observance which kindlv feeling and steadv average

painting can give it. It does not possess any first-

rate qualities ;
but has no serious faults, and much

gentle pathos. The figure of the healthy sister,

looking up, seems to me the best.

316. The Eose Garland. (W. C. T. Dobson.)

Evidently a most faithful portrait (colour only ex-

cepted) of a dear, good little girl
—such an one as

may be seen often enough, Heaven be praised ! at

cottage-doors in England, or in France, or in Ger-

many, or in Switzerland, or, I suppose, in Sweden.

South of the Alps or Pyrenees, or east of the

Carpathians, one finds that kind of face no more.

What docs that peculiar northern sweetness consist

in, which never showed itself, even to Giotto, nor

to Raphael ?—their beauty being of another kind

wholly ;
more pensive, less wise, and less active.

329- Felice Ballarin reciting Tasso.

(F. Goodall, A.)

This is a great advance beyond all Mr. GoodalFs

former work
;

it is entirely higher in aim, and deeper
in rendering of character : the subject interesting ;

the faces, for the most part, evidently portraits,

and good portraits (especially those dark ones of the

men in the background), the colour, in some sepa-

rate portions, rich and good, showing qualities which
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never before appeared to be in tbe least sought for,

much less reached by the painter. In fact, Mr.

Goodall has been looking at Titian instead of Wilkie,

and that makes a lar&'e difference in what will be o- t

bv looking.

Nevertheless the picture is far from right yet ; and

its failure involves an important principle, which it

mav be of use to state gencrallv, at a time when

nearly all our younger painters are making those

vigorous efforts in new directions. It is wholly

impossible to paint an effect of sunlight truly.

It never has been done, and never will be. Sun-

shine is brighter than any mortal can paint, and

all resemblances to it must be obtained by sacrifice.

In order to obtain a popularly effective sunlight,

colour must be sacrificed. De Hoogh, Cuyp, Claude,

Both, Richard Wilson, and all other masters of sun-

shine, invariably reach their most telling effects by
harmonies of gold with gray, giving up the blues,

rubies, and freshest greens. Turner did the same

in his earlier work. Modern pre-Raphaelites, and

Turner in his later work, reached magnificent

effects of sunshine colour, but of a kind necessarily

unintelligible to the ordinary observer (as true sun-

shine colour will always be, since it is impossible

to paint it of the pitch of light which has true

relation to its shadows). And thus the " Sun of

Venice," and the " Slave Ship," with Hunt's " Two

Gentlemen of Verona,"
"
Stray Sheep," and such

others, failed of almost all their due effect on the

popular mind.
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In landscape, nevertheless, to which sunshine is

often necessary as part of its expression, the sacri-

fice must be made
;

and the public will, in time,

understand it. But in figures, sunshine is rarely

a necessary part of the expression ;
and all figure

pictures in which it is introduced must be, to a

certain extent, offensive. The obstinate endeavours

of the pre-Raphaelitcs to get vcrmillion transparen-

cies and purple shadows into flesh, have been one of

the principal and most justifiable grounds of the

long opposition to them. And all great work what-

soever, of the highest school, refuses sunlight ;
and

admits onlv a kind of glowing twilight, like that of
w add'

Italy, a quarter of an hour after sunset.

Under these circumstances, choice must be made

firmly and completely. Give up your sunlight, and

you may get Titian's twilight. Give up your Titian-

csque depth, and you may, by thorough study from

nature, get some approximation to noonday flame.

But you cannot have both. Mr. Goodall has at-

tempted both, and, of course, missed both— chiefly

his sunshine, from mere inattention to its effects.

For instance, the woman sitting on the right,

with the green petticoat, has her lap in sunshine,

her head in shade. Whatever light touches the

head would be reflected light, and it would be re-

flected from the ground, shining stronglv under her

brows and on the lower part of her face
;

instead

of which there is a shadow under the brow, exactly

as if she were sitting in a room with ordinary

davlight entering from above through a window.
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The picture is full of grammatical error of the same

kind— the kind of error which in these days of

earnest effort and accurate science, artists should

get quit of with their long-clothes and spelling-

books
;
whereas now, to the middle or even the close

of life, they remain encumbered among petty mis-

understandings, and wondering why they cannot make

their art beautiful, when they have never taken the

pains to make it right. There are, of course, just

three simple stages of study to be gone through by

every student. He has first to learn to draw a solid

body in perfect light and shade, without sunlight.

Then to paint it, also without sunlight ; taking sub-

jects that will give no trouble about their expression

or sentiment. Then to put it into sunshine, and

paint it there also, until he knows precisely the kind

of difference in treatment required for it. And then

—not till then—he may be able partially to colour

the human face.

All this is just as simple and rational in method of

procedure as practising scales in music before we try

to play sonatas. l>ut we always try to learn our

painting upside down.

368. The Evening Song. (A. Rankling.)

A pretty thought, but not well enough painted.

The skv has been caught from nature ; but with

too little precision ;
the perspective of the retiring

ranks of cloud being missed.

Are our village children taught at present to sing
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the evening hymn in such an obstreperous manner

as to frighten the geese ?

369- Luff, Boy ! (J. C. Hook, A.)

War with France ? It may be
;
and they say good

ships are building at Cherbourg. War with Russia ?

That also is conceivable
;
and the Russians invent

machines that explode under water by means of

knobs. War with the fiend in ourselves ? That may
not so easily come to pass, he and we being in close

treaty hitherto, yet perhaps in good time may be

looked for. And against enemies, foreign or inter-

nal, French, Sclavonic, or demoniac, what arms have

we to count upon ? I hear of good artillery practice

at Woolwich,—of new methods of sharpening sabres

invented by Sikhs,—of a modern condition of the blood

of Nessus, which sets sails on fire, and makes an

end of Herculean ships, like Phoenixes. All which

may perhaps be well, or perhaps ill, for us. But,

if our enemies want to judge of our proved weapons
and armour, let them come and look here. Bare

head, bare fist, bare foot, and blue jacket. If these

will not save us—nothing will.

A glorious picture
— most glorious

— "
Hempen

bridle, and horse of tree." Nay, rather, backs of

the blue horses, foam-fetlocked, rearing beside us

as we ride, tossing their tameless crests, with

deep-drawn thunder in their overtaking tread. I

wonder if Mr. Hook when he drew that boy thought

of the Elgin marbles; the helmetless, unsworded,

unarmoured men of Marathon. I think not : the
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likeness is too lovely to be conscious : it is all the

more touching. They also, the men of Marathon,
horsemen riding upon horses, given them of the Sea

God. The earth struck by the trident takes such

shape
—a white wave, with its foaming mane and its

crested head, made living for them.

And the quiet steersman, too, with his young brow

knit, to whom father and brother are trusted—and

more than they. I would we had such faithful arms,

however feeble, at all helms.

Infinite thanks, Mr. Hook, for this
;
— for our

Brook of Human Life also (250), and our Hours of

listless Sway on gentle Wave (493). All of them

beautiful. The distant landscape in that brook scene

is one of the sweetest ever found by painter
—for

found it evidently is—not composed ;
as well as Mr.

Redgrave's beautiful distance in 218.

390. Barley Harvest. (H. C. Whaite.)

Very exquisite in nearly every respect ; perhaps,

take it all in all, the most covetable bit of landscape

of this year, and showing good promise, it seems to me,

if the painter does not overwork himself needlessly.

The execution of the whole by minute and similar

touches is a mistake ;
certain textures need to be so

produced, and certain complexities of form, but the

work is never good unless it varies with every part

of the subject, and is different in method, according

to the sort of surface or form required. Nothing
finished can be done without labour

;
but a picture

can hardly be more injured than by the quantity of
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labour in it which is lost. Uncontributive toil is one

of the forms of ruin.

Mr. Whaite's drawing, 1,001, is also very lovely in

conception, and right in form of cloud. It is slightly

affected by the same error as the oil-painting. Com-

pare with it the interesting study opposite, by Mr.

A. W. Hunt (997), entirely well meant, but suffering

under the same oppression of plethoric labour. I do

not often, in the present state of the English school,

think it advisable to recommend "
breadth," but

assuredly both Mr. Whaite and Mr. Hunt, if they

wish to do themselves justice, ought to give up colour

for a little while, and work with nothing but very

ill-made charcoal, which will not cut to a point.

While we are examining these minor landscapes, it

is worth while returning to the west room to olancc

at Mr. Haven's " Saintfoin in bloom," (574,) which

is more easy in touch, and very harmonious in the

light and shade of the figures ;
and at Mr. Oake's

richly, but vainly wrought foreground, with nothing

beyond it. (525.)

Mr. Boyce's
" East Lynn" (682) is of higher temper.

It is curious how few people seem to feel the solemn

difference between sun and shade—in the breadth

of both, which he has endeavoured to render there.

Many other studies of great interest may be found

scattered on the walls, in which, while there is much

to be admired, this is generally to be regretted, that

the painters, not being able to do their work en-

tirely well, think to make progress by doing a great

quantity of work moderatelv well, which will by no
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means answer the purpose. We cannot learn to

paint leaves by painting trees-full
; nor grass bv

painting fields-full. Learning to paint one leaf

rightly is better than constructing a whole forest of

leaf definitions.

441. God's Gothic. (Miss A. Blunden.)

An entirely earnest and very notable study. It

looks hard at first (and indeed is a little hard at

last) ;
but the appearance of too conspicuous green

in the sea, which principally causes the harshness,

will be found to diminish after a steady look
;

the

fact being that the sea is often of this colour, only

the bright sunlight of nature, which no painting can

equal, accounts for it to our sensations. But if Miss

Blunden can make her handling a little more tender,

the colour may be as bright without looking wrong.

She has tried hard, not without fair success, to ex-

press the rise of the wave—hardly visible in the

long swell— -till the foam shows at its edge ;
the

wet shingle is also very good ;
the boat well drawn

;

and the beds of pointed
" Gothic

"

wonderfully true

in bend, as well as various in colour.

480. The Burgesses of Calais. (H. Holiday.)

A well-conceived and interesting scene : the face

of the knight successful
;

that of the wife is a little

beyond the painter's strength. It is a fair repre-

sentation of the class of pictures now produced in

numbers by the advancing school, which, with con-

siderable merit, have the general demerit of making
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us feel in an instant that they would never have

been painted had not others shown how
;
and the

greater demerit of slightly blunting the enjoyment of

the work of original men. Nevertheless, in everv

school these engrafted pictures must exist
;
and it is

a cause for sincere congratulation when the habit

which is becoming derivatively universal, is to read

human nature and history with sympathy for noble-

ness, and desire for truth.

492. The Rev. F. D. Maurice. (L. Dickinson.)

Like, and good ; an entirely well-meant and well-

wrought portrait ; coming a little hard, in conse-

quence of the endeavour to paint all the expression

of an expressive face
;
but it is a good fault. Our

portraits are in general wanting in power, owing to a

misunderstanding of Sir Joshua
;
and the idea that

his playful tenderness and easy precision are imitable

by slovenliness.

Generally speaking, portraiture may be divided

into three great schools : the greatest is the Venetian,

headed by Titian, and entirely right ;
on one side of

it, is the German school, headed by Holbein, erring

slififhtlv on the side of intenseness and force of defi-

nition; on the other side of it, the English school,

headed by Sir Joshua, erring slightly on the side of

facility and grace of abstraction.* Now, the Vene-

* For the sake of simplicity of conception, Velasquez must be

classed with the Venetians, to whom he belongs in right of his style,

and Vandyck with the English ;
in fact, he, with Sir Joshua and

Gainsborough, constitute the whole school.
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tians and Sir Joshua are, for the present, wholly

inimitable
;

but Holbein is imitable, and is the best

model for us.

609. The King's Orchard. (A. Hughes.)

Mr. Hughes' exquisite sense of colour and delicacy

of design are seen to less adyantage than usual. He
has been allowing himself to go astray by indulging
too much in his chief delight of colour

;
and this

picture, which was quite lovely when I saw it last

year incomplete, is now throughout too gay, and

wanting in sweetness of shade
;

but most accom-

plished and delicious in detached passages ;
and the

apple-blossom, among all its ruddy rivals on the walls

this year, is tenderly, but triumphantly, victorious—
it is the only blossom which is soft enough in tex-

ture, or round enough in bud. There is the making;

of a magnificent painter in Mr. Hughes : but he

must for some time yet, stoop to conquer; be content

with cottagers' instead of kings' orchards, and bow to

the perhaps distressing, but assured fact, that a pic-

ture can be no more wholly splendid than it can be

wholly white.

900. Too Late. (W. L. Windus.)

Something wrong here : either this painter has

been ill :

* or his picture has been sent in to the

Academy in a hurry ;
or he has sickened his temper

and dimmed his sight by reading melancholy ballads.

*
I fear this lias been the fact. See the postscript, at the end of

these pages.
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There is great grandeur in the work ;
but it cannot

for a moment be compared with Burd Helen. On

the whole, young painters must remember this great

fact, that painting, as a mere physical exertion, re-

quires the utmost possible strength of constitution and

of heart. A stout arm, a calm mind, a merry heart,

and a bright eye are essential to a great painter.

Without all these he can, in a great and immortal

way, do nothing.

Wherefore, all puling and pining over deserted

ladies, and knights run through the body, is, to the

high artistic faculty, just so much poison. Frequent

the company of right-minded and nobly-souled per-

sons ;
learn all athletic exercises, and all delicate

arts
;
music more especially ;

torment yourself neither

with fine philosophy nor impatient philanthropy
—

but be kind and just to everybody ;
rise in the

morning with the lark, and whistle in the evening

with the blackbird
;

and in time you may be a

painter. Not otherwise.

908. Val d'Aosta. (J. Brett.)

Yes, here we have it at last—some close-coming to

it at least—historical landscape, properly so called,
—

landscape painting with a meaning and a use. We
have had hitherto plenty of industry, precision quite

unlimited—but all useless, or nearly so, being wasted

on scenes of no majesty or enduring interest. Here

is, at last, a scene worth painting
—

painted with

all our might : (not quite with all our heart, per-

haps, but with might of hand and eye). And here,
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help of art, the power of visiting a place, reasoning

about it, and knowing it, just as if we were there,

except only that we cannot stir from our place, nor

look behind us. For the rest, standing before this

picture is just as good as standing on that spot in

Yal d'Aosta, so far as gaining of knowledge is con-

cerned
;
and perhaps in some degree pleasanter, for it

would be very hot on that rock to-day, and there

would probably be a disagreeable smell of juniper

plants growing on the slopes above.

So if any simple-minded, quietly-living person, in-

disposed towards railroad stations or crowded inns,

cares to know in an untroublous and uncostly way
what a Piedmontese valley is like in July, there it is

for him. Rocks overlaid with velvet and fur to stand

on in the first place. If you look close into the velvet

you will find it is jewelled and set with stars in a

stately way. White poplars by the roadside, shaking

silvery in the wind. I regret to say the wind is apt

to come up the Val d'Aosta in an ill-tempered and rude

manner, turning leaves thus the wrong side out
;
but

it will be; over in a moment. Beyond the poplars you

may see the slopes of arable and vineyard ground,

such as give the wealth and life to Italy which she

idlv trusts in. Ground laid ajjes a^o in wreaths, like

new cut hay by the mountain streams, now terraced

and trimmed into all gentle service. If vou want to

know what vines look like under Italian training (far

from the best), that is the look of them—the dark

spots and irregular cavities, seen through the broken

c
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green of their square-set ranks, distinguishing* them

at any distance from the continuous pale fields of low

set staff and leaf, divided by no gaps of gloom,

which clothe a true vine country. There, down in

the mid-valley, you see what pasture and meadow-land

we have, we Piedmontese, with our hamlet and cot-

tage life, and groups of glorious wood. Just beyond

the rock are two splendid sweet chesnut trees, with

forming fruit, good for making bread of, no less than

maize
;
lower down, far to the left, a furlong or two of

the main stream with its white shore and alders : not

beautiful, for it has come down into all this fair

country from the Cormayeur glaciers, and is yet

untamed, cold, and furious, incapable of rest. But

above, there is rest, where the sunshine streams into

iridescence through branches of pine, and turns the

pastures into strange golden clouds, half grass half

dew
;
for the shadows of the great hills have kept the

dew there since morning. Rest also, calm enough,

among the ridges of rock and forest that heap them-

selves into that purple pyramid, high on the right.

Look well into the making of it-
—-it is indeed so, that

a great mountain is built and bears itself, and its forest

fringes, and village jewels
—for those white spots far

up the ravine arc villages
—and peasant dynasties are

hidden among- the film of blue. And above all are

other more desolate dynasties—the crowns that cannot

shake— of jagged rock; they also true and right,

even to their finest serration. So it is, that the snow

lies on those dark diadems for ever. .V notable pic-

ture truly ;
a possession of much within a few feet

square.
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Yet not, in the strong, essential meaning of the

word, a noble picture. It has a strange fault, con-

sidering the school to which it belongs,
—it seems

to me wholly emotionless. I cannot find from it that

the painter loved, or feared, anything in all that

wonderful piece of the world. There seems to me
no awe of the mountains there—no real love of the

ehesnuts or the vines. Keenness of eye and fineness

of hand as much as you choose
;
but of emotion, or of

intention, nothing traceable. Not but that I believe

the painter to be capable of the highest emotion : any-

one who can paint thus must have passion within

him
;
but the passion here is assuredly not out of him.

He has cared for nothing, except as it was more

or less pretty in colour and form. I never saw the

mirror so held up to nature : but it is Mirror's work,

not Man's. This absence of sentiment is peculiarly

indicated bv the feeble anger of the skv. Had it

been wholly cloudless—burning down in one calm

field of light behind the purple hills, all the rest of

the landscape would have been gathered into unity by
its repose ;

and for the sleeping girl we should have

feared no other disturbance than the bleating of the

favourite of her fiock, who has returned to seek her—
his companions wandering forgetful : but now she

will be comfortlessly waked by hailstorm in another

quarter of an hour : and yet there is no majesty in

the clouds, nor any grand incumbency of them on

the hills
; they are but a dash of mist, gusty and dis-

agreeable enough—in no otherwise to be dreaded:

highlv un-divine clouds—incognizant of Olvmuus—
c 2
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what have they to do here upon the hill thrones—
Kopv(j)iu(; itpaie y^iovopXiiTOiei.

Historical landscape it is, unquestionably ;
me-

teorological also
; poetical

—
by no means : yet pre-

cious, in its patient way ; and, as a wonder of toil

and delicate handling, unimpeachable. There is no

such subtle and precise work on any other canvas

here. The chesnut-trees are like a finished design

of Durer's
; every leaf a study: the poplar trunks

and boughs drawn with an unexampled exquisitcness

of texture and curve. And if it does not touch you
at first, stay by it a little—look well at the cottage

among the meadows—think of all that this Italian

life might be among' these sacred hills, and of what

Italian life has been, and yet is, in spite of silver

crosses on the breast, and how far it is your fault and

mine that this is so : and the picture may be service-

able to you in quite other ways than by pleasing your

eyes with purple and gold.

POSTSCRIPT.

It is one of the most difficult and painful duties

Avhich I have to perform in these Notes, to guard the

public against supposing that works executed under

circumstances accidentally unfavourable, are charac-

teristic of a school, without at the same time hurting

the artist's feelings deeply, just when all discourage-

ment is most dangerous to him. I cannot, in justice

to the pre-Raphaelite school, allow Mr. Windus' pic-
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turc—he being one of its chief leaders—to be looked

upon as an example of what that school may achieve ;

but I trust that he will accept the assurance of my
deep respect for his genius ;

and of my conviction

that, with returning strength, he may one day take

highest rank among masters of expression.

Bv inadvertency, I omitted in the arrangement

of these detached notes, the reference made to Mr.

Campbell's wonderful and all but perfect stud}",

"Our Village Clockmaker" (14), full of various

power ;
but perhaps challenging difficulties of detail

too manifestly : and to Mr. Calderon's " Lost and

Found
"

(634), which, if the face of the mother had

been but a little more beautiful, would have been

one of the most touching, as it is one of the most

able, pictures of the year.

I cannot criticise my friend Mr. Watts' picture,
" Isabella

"

(438) ; it is full of beauty and thought-

fulness. I have no doubt that he knows its faults

better than I do : and thev are so slight that the

public ought not to see them, but to admire it

with all their hearts.
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WATER COLOUR SOCIETIES.

A somewhat singular circumstance has taken place

this year, in the choice of their principal or master-

piece by two important societies of English artists.

The Society of British Artists placed, as the central

attraction of their rooms, an illustration of Shak-

speare.* The New Water Colour Society honoured

with a similarly central position an illustration of

Tennyson,f

Duly allowing for privileges of seniority and pre-

sidentship, it would not he just towards either body

of artists, if we supposed that the places assigned

to these works of art were entirely trustworthy indi-

cations of the estimate formed of them. But whether

promoted by law, by courtesy, or by admiration, those

pictures stood forth to the English
—and more than

the English, public
—as in some central or typical

way exponents of the power of the two societies
;
and

foreigners, at least, would be justified in concluding

that the sanction given by two important bodies of

English painters to these readings of the greatest

* No. ')?>. Hamlet, Prince of Denmark. (F. Y. Hurlstone.)

j No. 212. A Dream of Fair Women. (E. II. Corbould.)

The illustrations of Shakespeare by Mr. Gilbert, which occupy a

conspicuous position (on each side of Mr. Burton's centre piece) in

the rooms of the Old Water Colour Society, curiously involve that

society also in a parallel manifestation of opinion.
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dead, and greatest living, English poets, indicated

with some truth the measure of general under-

standing of poetry in the artist mind of the

country ;
and perhaps also (as the appeal to public

judgment was made so frankly) something of the

public mind of this country on the same matter.

I am not going to criticise those pictures. If the

reader is not of my mind about them, I should not

have any hope of being able to make him so—nor

even any wish to make him so. If he is of my mind

about them, he will understand why they should have

set me thinking
—not on the whole pleasurably

—of

the course and probable prospects of the curious

group of English Personages to whom art now ad-

dresses itself. For it would not be difficult to show,

if necessary, that these two works do verily express

the final and entirely typical issue of the most popular

modern views on the subject of poetry in general :

and more than this, there is a certain typical cha-

racter even in the hero and heroines of the pictures
—

the "
Hamlet," not unworthily representing what is

popularly considered as Philosophy ;
the "

Jephthah's

Daughter," what is popularly accepted as Piety ;

and the "
Cleopatra," what is popularly displayed as

Splendour.

Or, in a nearer and narrower view, these pictures

contain a concentrated expression of the character

which distinguishes a modern English exhibition of

paintings from every other that has yet been, or

is likely to be. Bad painting is to be found in

abundance everywhere, so that we do not distinguish

ourselves bv our weakness : foolish painting in greater
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abundance still, so that we do not distinguish our-

selves by our imbecility; more or less meritorious

painting-, at least in all principal French and German

schools, as well as in ours, so that we do not dis-

tinguish ourselves by our merit : but purely and

wholly vulgar painting is not to be found deve-

loping itself elsewhere with the same naivete as

among the English, and we do distinguish ourselves

by our vulgarity. So, at least, it appears to me.

As I have just said, I do not wish to argue with

any one who disputes the fact, but to trace thence

one or two conclusions with those who admit it.

What vulgarity is, whether in manners, acts, or

conceptions, most well-educated persons understand ;

but what it consists in, or arises from, is a more

difficult question. I believe that on strict analysis

it will be found definable as
" the habit of mind

and act resulting from the prolonged combination

of insensibility with insincerity:"* and I think the

special manifestation of it among artists has resulted,

* It would be more accurate to say,
" constitutional insensibility;'"

for people are born vulgar, or not vulgar, irrevocably. An apparent

insensibility may often be caused by one strong feeling quenching
or conquering another

;
and this to the extent of involving the

person in all kinds of cruelty and crime—yet, Borgia, or Ezzelin,

lady and knight still
;

while the born clown is dead in all sensation

and capacity of thought, whatever his acts or life may be.

Cloten, in "
Cymbeline," is the most perfect study of pure vul-

garity which I know in literature
; Perdita, in " Winter's Tale,''

the most perfect study of its opposite (irrespective of such higher

virtue or intellect as we have in Desdemona or Portia). Perdita's

exquisite openness, joined with as exquisite sensitiveness, constitute-,

the precise opposite of the apathetic insincerity which, 1 believe, is

the essence of vulgarity.
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in the, first place, from the withdrawal of all right,

and therefore all softening or animating, motive for

their work ; and, in the second place, from the habit

of assuming, or striving by rule to express, feelings

which did not, and could not, arise out of their work

under such conditions.

I sav first, bv the withdrawal of all softening or

animating motive, and chieflv bv the loss of belief

in the spiritual world. Art has never shown, in

any corner of the earth, a condition of advancing

strength but under this influence. I do not say,

observe, influence of "
religion," but merely of a

belief in some invisible power
—

god or goddess,

fury or fate, saint or demon. Where such belief

existed, however sunk or distorted, progressive art has

been possible, otherwise impossible. The distortion

of the belief, its contraction or its incoherence, con-

tract or compress the resultant art
;

still the art is

evermore of another and mightier race than the art of

materialism. Be so much of a Pythagorean as to be-

lieve in something awful and impenetrable connected

with beans, and forthwith you are not weaker, but

stronger, than your kitchenmaid, who perceives in

them only an adaptability to being boiled. Be so

much of an Egyptian as to believe that some god

made hawks, and bears up their wings for them on

the wind, and looks for ever through the fierce light of

their eyes, that therefore it is not good to slay hawks ;

and some day you may be able to paint a hawk

quite otherwise than will be possible to you by any

persistency in slaughter or dissection, or help of

aiiy quantitv of stuffing and glass beads in thorax or
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eye-socket. Be so much of a Jew as to believe that

there is a great Spirit who makes the tempests his

true messengers, and the flaming fire his true servant,

and lavs the beams of his chambers upon the un-

shrinking sea, and you will paint the cloud, and the

lire, and the wave, otherwise, and on the whole better,

than in any state of modern enlightenment as to

the composition of caloric or protoxide of hydrogen.

Or, finallv, be so much of a human creature as to

care about the heart and history of fellow-creatures,

and to take so much concern with the facts of human

life going on around vou as shall make vour art in

some sort compassionate, exhortant, or communica-

tive : and useful to any one coming after you, either

as a record of what was done among men in your

day, or as a testimony of what you felt or knew con-

cerning
- them and their misdoings or undoings : and

this love and dwelling in the spirits of other creatures

will give a glory to your work quite unattainable by

observance of any proportions of arms and collar-

bones hitherto stated by professors of Man-painting.

All this is irrevocably so
;
and since, as a nation

concerning itself with art, we have wholly rejected

these heathenish, Jewish, and other such beliefs ;

and have accepted, for things worshipful, absolutely

nothing but pairs of ourselves
; taking for exclu-

sive idols, gods, or objects of veneration, the in-

finitesimal points of humanity, Mr. and Mrs. P.,

and the Misses and Master P.'s ;
-—

out, I say, of

this highly punctuated religion, which comes to its

full stop and note of admiration after the family

name, we shall get nothing,
— can get nothing,
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but such issues as we see here. The whole temper
of former art was in some way reverential— had

awe in it : no matter how carefully or conven-

tionally the workman ruled and wrought the psalter

page, he had every now and then a far away feeling

that it was to be prayed out of—somebody would

pray out of it some day
—not entirely mechanically,

nor by slip of bead. No matter how many madonnas

he painted to order from the same outlines
;

the

sense that the worst of them was sure, late or soon,

to be looked up to through tears, could not but

thrill through him as he arched the brow and ani-

mated the smile : nay, if he was bat a poor armourer

or enameller, the feeling that those chased traceries

of cuish and helmet would be one day embossed in

hot purple, deeper, perhaps, through fault of his,

would every now and then make his hammer smite

with sterner, truer tone : awe and pity ruling over

all his doings, such as now are unattainable. For

Mr. and Mrs. P. are not in that sense awful—not in

that sense pitiable : both— in another and deeper

sense, but not in this.

Then the second source of the evil is the endea-

vour to assume the sentiment which we cannot

possibly have. Let us accept our position ;
and

good scientific, or diagrammatic, or politely per-

sonal and domestic art is still possible to us
;
—still

may be made, if not majestic work, yet real work.

There is use in a good geological diagram ;
and

there is good riding in Rotten-row, to be seen any

day between four and six
; but if we profess to

paint ghosts, when wo believe in no immortalitv;—
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or Iphigenias and daughters of Jephthah, when we

believe in no Deity
—this is what we come to : not but

that even ghosts are indeed still to be seen, and Iphi-

genias found (though perhaps sacrificed not altogether

to Diana) by sharpsighted persons
—

upon occasion.

It may be thought, I speak too seriously
—or speak

seriously in the wrong place
—of this matter. I do

not. The pictures are ludicrous enough. That

which thev signify is not ludicrous. And, as if to

make us think out their signification fully, the

Tennyson picture has a companion
— an opposite

at least—another illustration of English poetry by

English art. The gate of Eden, with a Peri at it—
an interesting scene to people who believe in Eden.

We suppose ourselves to be rather nearer that gate-
do not we?-—than any of the old shepherds who saw

ladders set to it in their dreams. And this is the

aspect assumed by the gate, and the aspect of the

angels in—or outside of it—upon such closer acquain-

tance. A "
strait gate

"

truly.

This being so, I cannot enter with any pleasure

into examination of the works of the two Water

Colour Societies this year. Eor in their very

nature those two societies appeal to the insensitive-

ness and pretence of the public : insensitiveness, be-

cause no refined eve could bear with the Marino-

colours, and blotted or dashed forms, which are the

staple of modern water-colour work
;
and pretence,

because this system of painting is principally sup-

ported by the idle amateurs who concern them-

selves about art without being truly interested in it ;

and by pupils of the various water-colour masters ;
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who enjoy being taught to sketch brilliantly in six

lessons.

In spite of all the apparent exertion, and reflex of

pre-Raphaelite minuteness from the schools above

them, the Water Colour Societies arc in steady descent.

They were founded first on a true and simple school

of broad light and shade,
—

grey touched with golden

colour on the lights. This, with clear and delicate

washes for its transparent tones, was the method of

all the earlier men
;
and the sincere love of nature

which existed in the hearts of the first water colour

masters— Girtin, Cousens, Robson, Copley Fielding-,

Cox, Prout, and De Wint-—-formed a true and pro-

gressive school, till Hunt, the greatest of all, per-

fected his art. Hunt and Cox alone are left of all

that group, and their works in the Old AVatcr Colour

are the only ones which are now seriously worth

looking at
;

for in the endeavour to employ new re-

sources, to rival oil colour, and to display facility, mere

method has superseded all feeling and all wholesome

aim, and has itself become finally degraded. The

sponge and handkerchief have destroyed water colour

painting ;
and I believe there are now only two

courses open to its younger students—either to "hark

back" at once to the old grey schools, and ground them-

selves again firmly on chiaroscuro studies with the

flat <n*ev wash, or to take AVilliam Hunt for their onlv

master, and resolve that they will be able to paint a

piece of leafage and fruit approximately well in his

way before they try even the smallest piece of land-

scape.^' If they want to follow Turner, the first course

is the only one. Steady grey and yellow fur ten
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years, and lead pencil point all your life, or no
" Turnerism." No "dodge" will ever enable you

otherwise to get round that corner. Those are the

terms of the thing ;
we may accept or not as we

choose, but there are no others. I name, however, a

few of the wrorks in the rooms of the two societies,

which are at least indicative of pow
rer to do well, if

the painters choose.

In the New Water Colour, Mr. Warren's " Lost

in the Woods" (88), and " Avenue" (228), are good

instances of deceptive painting
—

scene-painting on a

small scale—the treatment of the light through the

leaf interstices being skilfully correspondent w7ith

photographic effects. There is no refined wrork or

feeling in them, but they are careful and ingenious ;

and their webs of leafage are pleasant fly-traps to

draw public attention, which, perhaps, after re-

ceiving, Mr. Warren may be able to justify by work

better worthy of it.

In Mr. Cooke's "
Hart^fePoint

"

(50), the sense

of the low trickling- of the rivulets of tide through

infinite stones is very delightful ;
alternate rippling

and resting of the confined, shallow, wandering water,

that hardly will be at the trouble of getting down

through the shingle, when it has to come up again

over it soon. There are beautiful passages of atmo-

sphere in this, as in all Mr. Cooke's drawings this

year. The companion studies of morning and even-

ing, on the same cliff (2 and 6), suggest a pretty

idea, but not quite successfully. The contrast is not

carried far enough in minor details.

Mr. Telbin's "Dovedale" (208) is very delightful:
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on the whole it seems to me the sweetest and lightest

thing in the room, but scattered in subject. A pretty

place, certainly, but incoherent ;
neither dark, nor

light ;
—

quiet, nor disquieted ;
—tame, nor wild, but

tenderly chaotic and insipid
—

suggestive, to me

at least, of nothing but going on to see if nothing

better is to be found. The sensation, perhaps, is in-

creased by the oval shape
— not a wise one for a

landscape ;
where one wants to know accurately the

difference between slope and vertical, as bearing

much on the sublimities of some things, and the

moral characters of others.

Lastly, Mr. Kowbotham's "East Cliff" (268) is

an earnest and admirable study ; strong in disci-

pline, and full of fact, but hard. Neither the sweetest

colours nor the subtlest forms have been seen—•

in fact, the heart of the cliff is not opened yet ;

but its muscular development is right. Yet it is

costly drawing this, in attention, considering what

water colour work is usually ;
and the timbers and

other materiel are well set in serviceable places.

The painter must have felt himself braced after

such work, and forwarded, in many ways.

In the rooms of the Old Water Colour Society, the

first thin"-

to be looked at should be Mr. Hunt's mar-

vellous fruit piece, No. 26 1. It seems to me almost

the exquisitest I have ever seen, in the glowing grey

of the bosses of the pine, and sweeping curves of its

leaves. After that, David Cox's magnificent water-

fall, at the upper end of the room— unsurpass-

able in its own broad way, and giving, in the foam,
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examples of execution as broad as Salvator's, and

infinitely more subtle and lovely. Then, everything

else of David Cox's in the room, especially 274.

Next, Mr. Newton's "Snow Scene," 181, which is

very good ;
but the good of it might be got in a

daguerreotype as well, and Mr. Newton can do better

than a daguerreotype if he likes. We may well,

however, look for his drawings round the room
;

all have something in them. The Invcrncss-shire

moonlight (213) is especially good. And then

follow round Mr. Naftel (who has made swift ad-

vance this year), in the same way, beginning with

the beautiful bit of retiring mountain and glittering

fern, No. 183
;
and staying long at No. 44, a notable

study of smooth-sculptured torrent bed and flushed

hill side
;

look also at the rolling clouds in Mr.

Turner's "Ben Cruachan" (48), which arc the truest

clouds in the whole room. Then, give as much time-

as you can to Mr. Jackson's "Bamborough" (170),

and to Mr. Smith's "Chillon" (91); both of them

quiet and sincere. Chillon, the least bit too red, but

the purple towers in shade very good; and the grada-

tions of light in the distance admirable. And it

must not be through any importunity of mine if you
stav longer ; for the rest of the works here are,

indeed, some very pretty, and some entertaining,

and many very clever
;

but hardly, so far as I see,

calculated either to form our taste or advance our

knowledge.
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FRENCH EXHIBITION.

6. Cherry-seller of Port l'Abbe, Brittany.

Very powerful and systematic in handling ; right

in form and gesture, and, up to its attempted point, in

colour—only the beauty of girls and cherries missed.

French girls, the sweetest tempered living creatures

in the world, are not obliged to Monsieur Antigua
for his representation of their countenances to the

English, as they appear either here or in No. 5

opposite (also a clever work), while " the pet

squirrel
"

(4), though full of power, is entirely

ignoble in its conception of girlhood. Respecting
No. 1, it seems to me, we English might ask—"Is

it so rare a thing in France to hold your umbrella

over somebody else in a shower as to induce the

person so generously protected always to kiss the

hem of your robe ?
"

I carried a bag of nuts, as

big as an ordinary coal-sack, a mile up hill, from

hedge to home, for a tired Lucernoise old woman

the other day, getting in return kind thanks indeed,

but no pictorial effects of this kind.

o". The Toilet. (Edward Frcre.)

This, with 59 and 60, is worthy of the painter,

which is saying much
;
but there is no advance on

D
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previous effort. The "
Student," exhibited in oj,

contained higher qualities of painting than any shown

in the pictures of this year ; and, which is a matter

of much sorrow to me, I think the faces are on the

whole less lovely than they were
; quite as right and

deep in expression, but some of their pure beauty

lost : this is especially so in the face of the taller

girl in 61.

I hear some complaints among the art-talk of

the year, respecting the "monotony" of Frere's

pictures. But rustic life is not, it should be re-

membered, on the whole an exciting matter. The

superiors of the poor rustics occasionally procure

them some excitement—in the way of roof-burning,

or starvation
;

or bayonet, instead of spade agri-

culture,
—with supply of richer manure to their

fields than usual. But as Frere has seen it (and
lie paints only what he has seen), this cottage life,

with its morning and evening prayer, and mid-day

pottage, is a quiet business. You will not, I believe,

get any disquietude from him. There is plenty

brewing for us— subjects for historical painting of

dramatic interest enough, on the horizon. For the

present, we will give our sympathy to the " Cut

Finger,
"

and to the tender little Florence, who

binds it up, and be content.

91". Bavarian Policemen, &c. (Louis Knaus.)

A most powerful work, full of entirely right ex-

pression, alike in feature and gesture. The distant

figures at the opening of the wood are among the
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most wonderful pieces of complete drawing in a faint

tone which I have ever seen
;
and there is handling

in the faces throughout, which, though much inferior

to Hogarth in colour, and in deep conception of

feeling, approaches him in expressive skill (perhaps

there is more resemblance to him in the companion

picture, 91^', than in this). The painting is every-

where vigorous, but fails, as I have said, in colour,

especially in the flesh. Gypsies have indeed dark

skins, but they have bright life beneath them
;
here

we have only gypsy mahogany, not gypsy blood. The

dog and monkey, however, are perfect
—I think, in

unexaggerated truth of action and expression, better

than Landseer's work. A most notable picture it

seems to me, though not a profound one
;
but its

superficial qualities are of the rarest kind. The

other, 91^j is rather deeper
—at least in the dignity

of the offended and hopeless wife—but it is coarse in

colour.

147. A Country Fair in France. (C. Troyon.)

There is much cleverness in this picture, but it is

painted on a totally false principle, which is doing so

much mischief to the whole French school that I

trust I may be pardoned for pointing it out very

distinctly.

Chiaroscuro is a very noble subject of study ; but

it is not so noble a study as human nature : nor is it

the subject which should mainly occupy our thoughts
wmeii we have human nature before us. Generally,
we ought to see more in man or woman than that

i) 2
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their foreheads come dark against the sky, or their

petticoats and pantaloons white against it. If we see

nothing but this, and think of nothing else in the

company of our fellow creatures but the depth of

their shadows, we are assuredly in such insensitive

state of mind as must render all true painting im-

possible to us. It may be the most important thing

about a pollard willow that it comes greyly against a

cloud, or gloomily out of a pool. But respecting a

man, his greyness or opacity are not the principal

facts which it is desirable to state of him. If you
cannot see his human beauty, and have no sympathy
with his mind, don't paint him. Go and paint logs,

or stones, or weeds
;

—
you will not, indeed, paint even

these at all supremely, for their best beauty is also in

a sort human : nevertheless you will not insult them,

as you do living creatures, by perceiving in them only

opacity. Immense harm has been done in this matter

by the popular misunderstanding of Rembrandt—for

Rembrandt's strength is in rendering of human cha-

racter—not in chiaroscuro. Rembrandt's chiaroscuro

is alwavs forced—generallv false, and whollv vulgar :

it is in all possible ways inferior, as chiaroscuro,

to Corrcggio's, Titian's, Tintoret's, Veronese's, or

Velasquez's. But in rendering human character,

such as lie saw about him, Rembrandt is nearly

equal to any of these men, and the real power of

him is in his stern and steady touch on lip and

brow—seen best in his lightest etchings
—or in the

lightest parts of the handling of his portraits, the

head of the Jew in our own gallery being about as
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good and thorough work as it is possible to see of his.

And when this is so, and the great qualities of cha-

racter and of form are first secured—after them, and

in due subordination to them—chiaroscuro and every-

thing else will come rightly and gloriously ;
and they

always do come in such order
;
no chiaroscuro ever

was good, as such, which was not subordinate to

character and to form
;
and all search after it as a

first object ends in the loss of the thing itself so

sought. One of our English painters, Constable,

professed this pursuit in its simplicity.
"
Though

my pictures should have nothing else, they shall have

chiaroscuro." The sacrifice was accepted by the

Fates, but the prayer denied. His pictures had

nothing else
;
but thev had not chiaroscuro.
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SOCIETY OF BRITISH AETISTS.

I sec no distinctive reason for noting any of the

works in the room at Suffolk-street (though many of

them meritorious in their usual way,) except only

Mr. Baxter's "Bed Riding Hood" (158), and Mr.

Roberts' "Child at Play" (48), and "Opinion of

the Press" (173). Of these, the first showed, I

thought, a great gift of painting, and great feeling

for beauty, if the painter will not try to imitate

the superficial qualities of Reynolds more than the

sterling ones. The two works by Mr. W. Roberts

arc interesting ; not, indeed, for absolute perfection

of attainment, but for their fidelity of light and

shade
; many pictures are more brilliant

;
but it is

rare to find any so equally studied and harmoniously

balanced in all parts ;
no bits of colour painted at

inconsistent times, or in a changed temper, and there-

fore discordant. Few people would believe, for in-

stance, that the strong orange touch on the girl's

shoulder, in Xo. 48, was indeed the faithful repre-

sentation of sunlight reflected at that angle from a

purple dress
;
but so it is, and all the other pieces of

effect arc as earnestly watched and rendered,* and the

figure of the little urirl very gracefully designed.

It may not be out of place, in noticing the senti-

ment of No. 173, which is well and graphically ex-

pressed, to warn young painters against attaching

*
Except the extreme distance, which is sunless.
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too much importance to press criticism as an influence

on their fortunes. If sharp and telling-, it is a dis-

agreeable thing to look at, when just damp from the

type ;
and it is certainly in an unpleasantly convenient

form for one's friends to carry about in their pockets.

But, ultimately, it is quite powerless, except so far

as it concurs with general public opinion. I have

never yet seen even a bad picture crushed by criti-

cism, much less a good one. The sale of a given

work may, indeed, be checked, or prevented ;
but

so it may by a whisper, or a chance touch of the

elbow. I have seen more real mischief and defi-

nite injury to property done in ten minutes bv

an idle coxcomb amusing his party, than could

possibly be done by all the malice in type that

could be got into the journals of a season. The

printed malice only makes people look at the pic-

ture
;

the fool's jest makes them pass it. And

though public taste is capricious enough
—and erro-

neous enough
—so as to make it very difficult to say

how it is to be strongly wrought upon, yet let all

young painters be assured of this-— that an abso-

lutely good painting is always sure of sale. If they

choose to offend the public by wanton eccentricity,

or easily avoidable error, they have only themselves

to blame when the public loses its temper and passes

their real merits without notice. The charity of

artists is in condescending to please ;
and they de-

servedly suffer when they have it not. A great and

good musician lowers his voice when he sings in a

sick room, and raises it when he has to fill the

theatre; he will sing lightly for the child, and simply
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for the uninstructed, but nobly and gloriously for

all. So also a great painter can show his majesty

in nothing more than by securing, in timely gentle-

ness, empire over all hearts. It is only his petu-

lance, or his pride
— not his power

— which will

alienate the eyes of men : if Veronese rose now

among us, or Correggio, there would be at first a

wondering, attentive silence—not a murmur heard

against them : and presently they would make the

very streets ring for joy, and every lip laugh with

acclamation
;
not because their essential power could

be perceived by all—or by one in a thousand of all—
but because, up to the point of possible perception,

it would be made loveable by all.

I repeat, therefore, to the young painter, in all dis-

tinctness and completeness, this assurance : Do your

work well, and kindly, and no enemy can harm you.

So soon as your picture deserves to be bought, it will

be bought. If, indeed, you want to live by your art

before you have learned it
;
or to sell what you know

to be worthless, by catching the fancy of the pur-

chaser
;
or to display your own dexterity, instead of

truth of facts
;

or to preach to people, instead of

pleasing them : in each and all of these cases you
must take the chances of your speculation, or the

penalty of your presumption. There are, indeed,

some things you may preach without presumption ;

only, do not expect to be paid for your sermons :

for people will pay richly for being pleased
—

scarcelv,

if at all, for being rebuked.

London : Printed by Smith, Eldt.ii & Co., Little Green Arbour Court, E.C.
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BY JOHN R US KIN, M.A.

j

The Two Paths : being Lectures on Art, and
its relation to Manufactures and Decoration.
One Volume, Crown 8vo, with Two Steel Engravings, price 7s. Cxi. cloth.

{Now ready.) j

The Elements of Perspective.
With Thirty Diagrams, Crown Svo. {Just ready.)

Notes on the Picture Exhibitions of 1859.
Price One Shilling. {Now ready.)

'

i

England and Iter Soldiers. By Harriet Martineau.
With Three Plates of Illustrative Diagrams, in One Volume.

{Now ready.) ]

Life and Liberty in America. By Dr. Charles
j

Mackay.
i

Two Volumes, Post 8vo, with Ten Tinted Illustrations.

{Just ready.)

Shelley Memorials. Edited by Lady Shelley.
In One Volume. {Nearly ready.)

Traits of Schleiermachers Life, from his

Correspondence. Translated from the German.

Expositions of St. Paul's Epistles to the

Corinthians. By the late Rev. Fred. W. Robertson,
j

One Volume, Post 8vo.

The Fool of Quality. By Henry Brooke. New and :

Revised Edition, with Biographical Preface by the Rev.

C. Kixgsley, Rector of Everslcy.
Two Volumes, Post Sea, with Portrait of the Author.

Voyage to Japan, Kandchatlta, Siberia, Tar-

tary, and the Coast of China, in JI. M.S. " Barracouta."

By J. M. Tronson, R.N.
8'V), with numerous Illustrations.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.
The Oxford Museum. By Henry W. Acland, M.D.,

and John Ruskin, A.M.
Post Suo, toith Three Illustrations, price 2s. Gd. cloth.

-Life in Tuscan?/. By Mabel Sharman Crawford.
With Two Views, Post 8vo, price 10s. Gd. cloth. (A'o?<7 read;/.

"Miss Crawford's book is sure to attract atten-
tion. ]t is full of thought and good feeling, with
an artist's love for nature, and a poet's lofty ideal
of human life."— Literary Gazette.

" There are many t races ofquiet, genial humour,
brilliant and harmless as summer lightning,
which agreeably relieve the more serious portions

of the work. Miss Crawford's reflections are as
sound and practical as her percept ions are lively
and acute, and she iias succeeded in contributing
a really valuable addition to that otherwise re-
dundant department of literature."—1 'real.
"The peasant life in Tuscany has. perhaps, not

been so well photographed before."—Athe/ia urn.

Hong Kong to Manilla. By Henry T. Ellis, R.N.
Post 8vo, with Fourteen Illustrations, price 12\. cloth.

(Now read;/.)
" A book of travels, happily, in this case, plea-

sant and more than readable, from the lively
rattling style, the enterprise and good humour,
the healthy, hearty tone and gentlemanly feeling
of its writer."—Ecr nomi.it.

" The narrative fultils the object of the author,
which is to present a lively account of wlut he

saw. heard, and did during a holiday run to a

rarely visited place."—Sprite tor.
" Mr. Ellis has given in tie; public a most valu-

able and interesting work upon a race and country
little known to English readers."—Illutt, -ntnl
Xeicaoft/te World.

Christianity in India. By John William Kaye.

Author of " Life of Lord Metcalfe," &c.

Sco, price 16s., cloth.
" Mr. Kaye has written a history of the develop-

ment of Christianity in India by all its agi ncies
and ail its manifestations. . . . His whole
narrative is eloquent and Informing, and he has
again made a valuable use of his greal oppor-
tunities and indisputable talents, so that his book
will probably become a standard authority."—
Times." The author traces the history of Christian
Missions in India from their earliest commence-
ment down to the present time, with a light
and graceful pen, and is not wearisomely minute,
but judiciously discriminative."—Athent

' Mr. Kay
and it

Kaye's is, in many respects an able hook, progress of Chris
is likely to prove a very useful one. Mr.

'

tcodiVa Magazine.

Kaye is not only most instruct".ve from his 11 ini-

tial ity with all points of detail, but he sees and
judges ever.v thing as ii was seen and judged by
the great statesmen whose wisdom has made
British government possibleiu India."—Sate.f.lnii
lievicic.

" Seldom have we had the good fortune to read
so simple, thorough, and excellent a history: it

will remain a standard book."—Mor. tiitg Citron 'rh .

"Mr. Kaye has done good service to the cause
of Christian missions by the publication of hi-
volume."—Ilia fitrated Xefn of the World.

" A clear and careful retrospect of t ..

if Christianity in the East. I'd

The Vital Statistics of the European and
Native Armies in India. By Joseph Evtaut, M.D.,

Bengal Medical Service.

Don;/ Sco, price 9s. cloth.

A Lady's Escape from Gwalior, during the
Mutinies of 18,57. By Mrs. Coopland.

Post hvo, price 10s. 6'/.

. cries:
" A plain, unvarnished tale, told in t!

manner."—J'resn." This hook is valuable as a contribution to the
history of the great Indian rebellion."—Ath. nauui.

"The merit of this book is its truth. . . .

contains some passages the; never v.,,1 be n
by .Englishmen without emotion."—i', ain't .<;',

Dedicated, h;j permission to the liitjht Hon. Lord Stanley, Secretary of Siait

for India.

Indian Scenes and Characters, Sketched

from Life. By Prince Alexis Soltykoff.
Sixteen Plates in Tinted Lithoqraphy, with Descriptions. Edited by

Edw. P>. East,rid;, Esq., F.Ii.S. Colombier Folio.

Half-bound in Morocco, Prints, ;i/. '.is.; Proofs {only 50 copies printed), -il. 4s.
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Social Innovators and their Schemes. By
William Lucas Sargant, Author of " The Science of

Social Opulence," c\:c.

Post 8fo, price lO.s 6d. cloth.

" Mr. Sareant lias written a very useful sketch. .

" Mr. Sargant has done stood service in putting
His book is impartial, pleasantly written, and upon record some of tin- vagaries of the pseudo-
excellently arranged."—Saturday lleriew. economists of the last twenty years. His views

*'
It has the merit of going deep into the subject are sound and moderate on this important ques-

matter at one of its most vital points; and it is tion."—Guardian.
this merit that constitutes the special value ol

" A work which will be read with considerable
Mr. Sargant's book. His views are sensible and

,

interest."—Morning Post.
sound, they are brought forward clearly and dig- "As a text-book, it will take high rank."—
passionately, with qtuet vigour and telling illus- Morning Chronicle.
tration."—Press.

New Zealand and its Colonization. By William

SWAINSON, Esq.
Demy Sro, price 14*'., clvtlt.

" This is the most complete and comprehensive qnestion of colonial administration."—Morning
account of the colonization of New Zealand which Chronicle.
has yet been laid before the public."—Globe. "Mr. Swainsou's volume abounds with mfoi-
" \Ve recommend the volume as well deserving mation upon the resources of the colony, its

perusal by everyone who feels an interest in the advantage for emigrants, and its future pro-
; speets."— Ladiea' JS'evspapcr.

The Life of J. Deacon Hume, Esq., late

Secretary to the Board of Trade. By the Rev. Charles
Badham.

Post Sro, price 'Js., cloth.

"A masterly piece of biographical narrative, in our literature, peculiarly full of beauties, and
To minute and conscientious industry in search- peculiarly free. Irotn faults."—Atlas.
ingout facts, Mr. Badham conjoins the atlrac-

"
It is well thatthe world's attention should be

tions of a graceful style and a sincere liking for called to such a man, and that the particulars of
the task he has in hand. He has produced one of his character and career should be preserved in a
the most usefui and judicious biographies extant biography."—Spec-tutor.

The Life of Charlotte Bronte. (Currer Bell.)
Author of " Jase Eyre,"

"
Siiibley,"

"
Villette," &c.

By Mrs. Gaskell, Author of " North and South," &c.

Fourth Edition, Revised, One Volume, with a Portrait of Miss Bronte and
a View of Haworth Parsonage. Price 7 v. (></. ; morocco elegant, 14.v.

"All the secrets of the literary workmanship
'

that call he in Miss Bronte's own Words."—
of the authoress of Jane Kyre' are unfolded in Globe.
the course of tins extraordinary narrative."— "If any one wishes to sen how a woman
Tiuies.: possessed of the highest intellectual power can
"Its moral is, the unconquerable strength of disregard every tempt at ion which intellect throws

genius and goodness, Mrs. Haskell's account of in the way of women—how generously and nobly
Charlotte Bronte and her family is one of the a human being can live under the pressure of
profoundesl tragedies of modern life."—Spectator. ,

accumulated misfortune- tin- record is sit hand in
"Let those who would know all that can he told, 'Tin: Life of Charlotte Bronte.' "— Saturday

and ought tube told, hasten to read this history, i ltcrieir.
which a woman of kindred genius has fear-

" Mrs. Haskell has done her work well. Her
lessiy and truthfully written of Charlotte narrative is simple, direct, intelligible. unaffected.
BrontC." Daily A'eir*. I -No one else could have paid so tender and discern -

"By all this book will be read with interest. As ing a tribute to the memory of Chariot to Bronte."
a work of art, we do not recollect a life of a —Praner's Magazine.
woman by a woman so well executed. . . .

" We can be sincere in our praise of this hook,
"With Mrs. Haskell the task lias been a labour of and must not pari from it nil it saving how
love; and, we repeat, she has produced one of the often we have been touched by the tone of loving
best biographies of a woman liv n woman which sympathy in which it is written."—P.raniiner.
we can recall to mind."- AUumium. "The lire possesses a tearful interest that
"Mrs. Haskell's life of Charlotte Bronte has deepens it s channels as it advances towards its

placed her on a level with the best biographers of melancholy close."—lAterary Gazette.
any country. It is a t rut hl'ul anil beautiful work, "The whole strange and pathetic story of the
on usually hold ami honest, and telling all that Bronte family is faithfully told in Mrs. Haskell's
the reader ought to know of Miss Bronte, and all inen.oir."- Critic.



NEW PUBLICATIONS- continued.

Sermons. By the late Ret. Feed. W. Robertson, A.M.*

Incumbent of Trinity Chapel, Brighton.
FIRST SERIES—Sixth Edition, Post 8to, price 9s. cloth.

SECOND SERIES—Fifth Edition, price 9s. cloth.

THIRD SERIES—Fourth Edition, Post 8 to, with Portrait, price 9s. cloth.

"There are many persons, and their number
increases every year, to whom Kobertson's writ-
ings are tlie most stable, exhaustless, and satis-

factory form of religious teaching which the
nineteenth century has given—the most wise,
suggestive, and practical."—Saturday lieciew.

" There must be a great and true heart, where
there is a great and true preacher. And in that,
beyond everything else, lay the secret of Mr.
Robertson's intluenee. His sermons show evi-

dence enough of acute logical power. His analysis
is exquisite in its subtleness and delicacy. He has
a clear, penetrative intellect, which carries light
with it into the thickest darkness. But what we
feel most in him is not this. It is that a brother
man is speaking to us as brother men

;
that we are

listening, not to the measured words of a calm,
cool thinker, but to the, passionate deep-toned
voice of an earnest human soul."—Edinburgh
Christian Magazine.

"These sermons are full of thought and beauty.
There is not a sermon in the series that does not
furnish evidence of originality without extrava-

gance, of discrimination without tediousness, and
of piety without cant or conventionalism."—
British Quarterly.
"We recommend the whole of the volumes to the

perusal of our readers. They will iind in them
thought of a rare and beautiful description, an
earnestness of mind steadfast in the search of

truth, and a charity pure and all-embracing."—
Economist.
" We should be glad if all preachers more united

with ourselves, preached such sermons as these."— Christian Remembrancer,
"The Sermons are altogether out ofthe common

style. They are strong, free, and beautiful utter-
ances of agifted and cultivated mind."—Eclectic
Review.
"The Sermons are rich in evidence ofhis pious,

manly, and soaring faith; and of his power not
only to point to heaven, but to lead the way."—
Globe.

"They are very remarkable compositions. The
thoughts are often very striking, and entirely out
of the track of ordinary sermonising."—Guardian.

Lectures and Addresses on Literary and Social

Topics. By the late Rev. Feed. W. Robertson, of

Brighton.
Post 8 to, price 7s. Qd. cloth.

" These lectures and addresses are marked by
the same qualities that made the author's ser-
mons so justly and so widely popular. They
manilest the same earnest, liberal spirit, the
ardent love of truth, the lucid eloquence, the wide
sympathy, and singleness of purpose."—Literary
Gazette." We value this volume for its frankness and
earnestness."—Critic.

"
They throw some new light on the constitu-

tion of Kobertson's mind, and on the direction in
which it was unfolding itself."—Saturday Hevieic.
"It is in papers such as these that Frederick

Kobertson makes the world his debtor."—Consti-
tutional Press.

" In these addresses we are gladdened by rare
liberality of view and range of sympathy boldly
expressed."—Daily Telegraph.

Gunnery in 1858: a Treatise on Rifles, Cannon,
and Sporting Arms. By William Greener, Author of

"The Gun."

Demy 8vo, ivith Illustrations, price 145., cloth.

"A very comprehensive work. Those who I

peruse it will know almost all, if not all, that
books can teach them of guns and gunnery."—
Naval and Military Gazette.

|

"A most valuable work at this particular mo-
ment."—Observer.
"We can confidently recommend this book of

Gunnery, not only to the professional student, I

but also to the sportsman."—Naval and Military
Herald.

"Mr. Greener's treatise is suggestive, ample,
and elaborate, and deals with the entire subject i

systematically."—Athenwum.

"A work of great practical value, which bids i

fair to stand, for many years to come, the chief
[

practical authority on the subject."— Military
Spectator. I

"A comprehensive dissertation, abounding In

information, and full of suggestions which ap-
pear to us well worthy attention."—Spectator.

"We strenuously recommend to the scientific

gunsmith, to sporting and military men, these
valuable practical observations."— Daily Tele'
graph.

"There is no man who is so capable of treating
of these matters as Mr. Greener. The importance
of opinion upon all questions connected with
Gunnery is not to be questioned."—Critic.

"An acceptable contribution to professional
literature, written in a popular style."— United
Service Magazine.

"The most interesting work ofthe kind that
has come under our notice."—Saturday Review.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS—continued.

Phantastes: a Faerie Romance for Men and
Women. By George MacDonald, Author of " Within

and Without." Post Svo, price 10s. 6d. cloth.

" ' rhnntastes '

is, in some respects, original; wild imagery, strange nights of fancy, and beau-
\vc know of nothing with which it can be fairly tifnl descriptions of nature."—Daily Telegraph.
compared. It must he read, ami re-read. There

j

"Not without tine fancy, considerable invention,
is an indescribable, nameless grace in the mixture

|

and an occasional vein of real poetic feeling."—
of deep thought and bright coloured fancy which
pervades the'whole."—Globe.
" ' Phantastes' will be read for its story—for its

hidden meaning and solemn teaching." — ,Y< «'

Quarterly.
"The work is one which will form a source of

agreeable reading to many. It is replete with ' Gazette.

Leader.
"The whole book is instinct with poetry, with

delicate perception of the hidden emotions of the
soul, with thought, and with ideal truth. The
story is in fact a parable—an allegory of human
lire, its temptations and its sorrows."—Literary

The Education of the Hitman Race. Now
first Translated from the German of Lessing.

4 Fcap. Svo, antique cloth, price 4s.

*
#
* This remarkable work is now first published in English.

"An azreeable and flowing translation of one
j

" This invaluable tract."—Critic.
Of Lessing' s finest Kssays."—Xatianal lierii ir. „ , .....

, , . ...A little book on a great subject, ami one winch,
"The Essay makes quite a gem in its English in its day, exerted no slight influence upon Euro-

form."— Westminster Hecieic. pean thought."—Inquirer.

Homely Ballads for the Working Mans
Fireside. By Mary Sewell.

Seventh Thousand. Post Svo, cloth, One Shilling.

"Very good verses conveying very useful les-
sons."—Literary Gazette.

"
simple poems, well suited to the taste of the

classes for whom they are written."—Globe.

" There is a real homely flavour about them, and
they contain sound and wholesome lessons."—
Critic.

The Endowed Schools of Ireland. By Harriet

MaRTINEAU. Svo, 3s. Gd., cloth, hoard*.
" The friends of education will do well to possess themselves of this book."—Spectator.

Esmond. By W. M. Thackeray, Esq.
A New Edition, being the Third, in One Volume, Crown 8vo, price 6s. cloth.

"
Apart from its special merits ' Esmond ' must , the power of subtle analysis, with a strong

he read just now as mi introduction to 'The. Vir- ' volition and a moving eloquence—an eloquence
uinians.' It isquite impossible fully to understand

;
which has gained in richness and harmony.

and enjoy the latter story without a knowledge , 'Esmond' must be read, not for its characters,
of 'Esmond.' The new tale is in the strictest

;

but for its romantic plot, its spirited grouping,
sense the sequel of the old, not only introducing : and its many thrilling utterances of the anguish
i !i< same characters, but continuing their history of the human heart."—Athenaeum.
at a later period."—Leader,

•"rv,n K/^,1- i,„ ti.n ,„.,..,f „i,„.„ ,r „„„i it ..

'

"This is the best work of itskiud that has been
n,„., , 1m • I , „ ,

c1la
,

r"1 " f
feahty. ; publishe(i fo|

. mmlv vc .irs , As „ picture of the
Queen Anne R colonel writes his h fe-and a very =.,cial life and manners of English society in the

reign of Queen Anne, it must long remain 1111-

rivalled."-^<Ai

1 truer humanity in this work than in any of
ts author's former productions." — t'ras
Uttl/aziuc.

interesting life it is—just as a Queen Anne's
colonel might be supposed to have written it.

ilr. Thackeray has selected for his hero a very

o^VhVeT'iitwuV're^ 'his hero"'"' ".T1,P1
''

'.
s " higher literary power, and a kindlier

one of the sweetest' women that ever breathed
from canvas or fi i book since Kaffaclle painted
and Shakespeare wrote."—Spectator.
"The interest of 'Esmond' is in the main

'

,"The story of the novel is ingenious, and very

purely human interest
; the heart of the story has elegantly c.mstr ueied, and carried onward so as

been the tirst object of consideration. It is more to gratify constant curiosity until the end. —
than anything a family storv. The pleasure comes .

'-•'«"'"" ''.

from the development and display of character." ... ,,.-., , . ,—bailu Kerns Asa work of art—in thought—in harmony—
In finish 'Esmond' ranks greatly above any-

"Once more we feel that we ha\e bef,,re ns a
,
thing which Mr. Thnckeray has yet produced."—

tnasciiiine and thoioughlj English writi r, uniting lifitirh Quart i rhi.
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NEW WORKS ON INDIA AND THE EAST.

Personal Adventures during the Indian Rebel-

lion, in Rolrilcund, Futteglnir, and Oude. By W.
Edwards, Esq., B.C. S.

Fourth Edition. Post 8vo. price 6s. cloth.

" For touching incidents, hair-breadth 'scapes,
and the pathos or suffering almost incredible,
there has appeared nothing like this little book of

personal adventures. For the first time we seem
to realize the magnitude of the afflictions which
have berallen our unhappy countrymen in the
East. The terrible drama comes before us, and we
are by turns bewildered with horror, stung to
fierce indignation, and melted to tears
We have here a tale of suffering such as may have
been equalled, but never surpassed. These real

adventures, which no effort of the imagination
can surpass, will find a sympathising public."—
Athenaum.
"Mr. Edwards's narrative is one of the most

deeply interesting episodes of a story of which
the ieast striking portions cannot be read without

emotion. lie tells his story with simplicity and
manliness, and it bears the impress of that
earnest and unaffected reverence to the will and
hand of God, which was the stay and comfort
of many other brave hearts."—Guardian." The narrative of Mr. Edwards's suffering and
escapes is full of interest; it tells many a painful
tale, but it also exhibits a man patient under ad-
versity, and looking to the God and Father of us
all for guidance and support."—Eclectic Rerietc.
"Among the stories of hair-breadth escapes in

India this is one of the most interesting and
touching."—Examiner.
"A fascinating little book."—National Retier:." A very touching narrative."—IAt. Gazette." Xo account of it can do it justice."—Globe.

" Mr. Eotton's work commends itself to us as a

clear, succinct, and most instructive narrative of
the siege of Delhi. Ii brings vividly before us the
scenes and dread realities of military life in the
encampment before the beleaguered city, and
makes us familiar with many interesting events
which find no place iii the usual military de-
spatches."—Observer.
"We shall rejoice if the 'Chaplain's Narrative'

re-wakens attention to the incomparable merits
of the army of Delhi : and we think it is well cal-
culated to do so, being a simple and touching
statement, which bears the impress of truth in

every word. It has this advantage over the ac-
counts which have yet b-.-enpublished, that it sup-
plies some of those personal anecdotes and
minute details which bring the events home to the
understanding."—A Ihen ae ::l .

" 'The Chaplain's Narrative' is remarkable for
its pictures ofmen in amoral and religious aspect,
during the progress of a harassing siege and
when suddenly stricken down by the enemy or
disease. . . . The book contains many anec-
dotes exhibiting human nature under trying cir-

cumstances, and not unfavourably standing the
test; it presents a picture of the social and
physical evils the gallant army of Delhi had to en-
counter, and it well exhibits the incessant nat m'e
of the attacks made upon the key to its position."
—Spectator." A plain unvarnished record of what came
under a Field Chaplain's dailj observation. Our

author is a sincere, hardworking, and generous
minded man. and his work will lie most acceptable
to t'ne friends and relations of the many Christian
heroes whose fate it tells, and to whose later
hours it alludes."—Leader.

" A book which has value as a careful narrative
by an eye witness of one of the most stirring
episodes of the Indian campaign, and interest as
an earnest record by a Christian minister of
some of the most touching scenes which can come
under observation."—Literary Gazette.
"The speciality of Mr. Kotton's narrative con-

sists in his testimony, not to the reckless valour

j

of our men when actually under fire: of that we
hardly require to he reminded; but in his com-
memoration of their steady constancy and en-
durance under privation, and the spirit of
religions earnestness which alike inspired effort
in the held, and resignation on the deathbed."—
Press.
"A close record of the events of the siege, by an

eye witness."—Examiner.
"The military operations an- detailed with clear-

ness, and the most conspicuous deeds of heroism
are fully described. We have several deathbed
scenes."—Economist.
"These pages are full of matter which cannot

fail to interest a large number of readers of all

classes,"—Globe.
"Perhaps the most complete account of that

great military operation which has vet appeared."
-Critic.

The Chaplains Narrative of the Siege of
Delhi. By the Rev. J. E. W. Rotton, Chaplain to

'

the Delhi Field Force.

Post Svo, with a Plan of the City and Siege Works, price 10.v. Gd. cloth.

The Crisis in the Punjab.
Esq., C.S., Umritsir.

By Frederick II. Cooper,

Paf.t 8vo, with Map, price Is. 6d. cloth.

"The book is full of terrible interest. The nar-
rative is written with vigour and earnestness,
and is full of the most tragic interest."—
Economist.

"One of the most interesting ami spirited books
which have sprung out of the sepoy mutiny,"—
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Eight Months Campaign against the Bengal
Sepoys, during the Mutiny, 1857. By Colonel George
Bourchier, C.B., Bengal Horse Artillery.

With Plans. Post Svo, price 7s. 6rf. cloth.

"Col. Bourchier has given a right manly, fair.
and forcible statement of events, and t lie reader
will derive much pleasure aud instruction from
his pages."—Athenienm.
"Col. Bourchier describes the various opera -

minencetohis own actions, and neverwithholding
praise from the gallant deeds of others."—Critic.
'None Mho really desire to be more than very

superficially acquainted with the rise and pro-
stress of the rebellion may consider their studies

tions with a modest forgetfulness of self, as
j

complete until they have read Col. Bourchier. The
pleasing and as rare as the clear manly style in

j nicely engraved plans from the Colonel's own
which they are narrated."—Literary Gazette. i sketches confer additional value uipn his contri-
"Col. Bourchier relates his adventures in a free button to the literature of the Indian war."—

and graceful manner, never giving an undue pro- I Leader.

Narrative of the Mission from the Governor-
General of India to the Court of Ava in 1855. With
Notices of the Country, Government, and People. By
Captain Henry Yule, Bengal Engineers.

Imperial Svo, with 24 Plates (12 coloured), 50 Woodcuts, and 4 Map.?. Elegantly
bound in cloth, with gilt edges, price 2f. 12s. Q>d.

"
\ stately volume in gorgeous golden covers.

Such a book is in our times a rarity. Large,
massive, and beautiful in itself.it is illustrated
by a sprinkling of elegant woodcuts, and by a
series of admirable tinted lithographs
We have read it with curiosity and gratification,
as a fresh, full, and luminous report upon the
condition of one of 1 lie most interesting divisions
of Asia beyond the Ganges."—Athenaeum.
"Captain Yule has brought to his narrative a

knowledge of many things, which is the main
help to observation. He has a taste in archi-
lecture, art. and the cognate sciences, as well as
much information on the history and religion of
the Burmese. . . . His description of these

tilings, especially of the anliquitics, are not only
curious in themselves, but for the speculations
they open up as to origin of the Burmese style,
and the splendour of the empire, centuries ago."—
Spectator."

Captain Yule, in the preparation of the splendid
volume before us, has availed himselfofthe labours
of those who preceded him. To all who are desirous
or possessing the best and fullest account that
lias ever been given to the public, of a great, and
hitherto little known region of the globe, the
interesting, conscientious, and well-written work
of Captain Yule will have a deep interest, while
to the political economist, geographer, and mer-
chant it will be indispensable."—Examiner.

The Autobiography of Lntfidlalt, a Mohame-
dan Gentleman, with an Account of his Visit to England.
Edited by E. B. Eastyvick, Esq,

Price 5s. cloth.Third Edition, Small Post Sco.

"This is the freshest and most original work
that it has been our good fortune to meet with for
long. It Pears every trnceof being a most genuine
account of the feelings and doings of the author.
The whole tone of the book, the turn of every
thought, the association of ideas, the allusions,
are ail fresh to the English reader; it opens up a
new vein, and many will be astonished to find
how richa vein it is. I.titt'ullah is by no means an
ordinary .specimen of bis race. . . . Kverytliing
which contributes to give us a right understanding
of the character of our Indian subjects is of im-
portance; in this light we consider l.utfullali's

autobiography no less valuable than entertaining.
It gives, too, a few indications of the character
we hear in the eves of the nat ives."—Economist.
"This \ cri l able autobiography, reads like a mix-

ture of the Lire mid Adventure of Gil Bias, with
those of the Three Calendars. . . - Everyone
who is interested in the present state of matters
in India should rend Lutfiillah's own account of

their peculiar

"Thank yon. Munshi I.utinliah Khan! AVe
have read your bonk with wonder and delight.
Your adventures are more curious than you are
aware. . . . But your book is chiefly striking
for its genuineness. . . . Th i story will aid. in
its degree', to some sort of understanding of the
Indian insurrection. The adventures of .Munshi
LlltfulJah, however strange are uf less interest
than his views and opinions. The tirst tells us
chiefly of an individual, the others present tons

. .. has done a grateful
service in making known this valuable volume."—
Athenatum.

" Read fifty volumes of travel, and a thousand
imitations of the Oriental novel, anil you will not
get the flavour of Eastern life and thought, or the
zest of its romance, so perfectly as in Lut fullall's
book. The book, to be appreciated must be read
from the first to the last page."—Leader.
"This is a remarkable book. We have auto-

biographies in abundance of Englishmen, French-
men, and (.en nan s

; but of Asiatics and Mahome-
tans, few or none. . . . As the autobiography
of a Mahometan mulbi, it is in itself singularly
interesting. As the observations ol' an eye-
witness of our Indian possessions and our policy
and proceedings in the peninsula, it possesses a
val'teot its own, quite distinct from any European
memorials on the same subjects."—Standard.

himself and his people, as well as tbei
urd general feeling towards the i'er

tilfthe.
"It is readable, instructive, and entertaining,

and it is most creditable to its author."—Saturday
10 view.
"As, in autobiography, the book is very curious.

It bears the strongest resemblance U> l.\[ Bias of
anything we have ever read."—Spectator.
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Life and Correspondence of Lord Metcalfe.
By John William Kaye.

New and Cheap Edition, in 2 Vols., Small Post 8vo, icith Portrait, price 12s. cloth.
" Lord Metcalfe possessed extraordinary oppor-

tunities of making himself acquainted with the
native character, and of estimating at its correct
value the nature of the tenure by which our
Indian possessions were held: and at the present
time we can value more highly the great practical
discernment of one whose fortune it was to be

laughed at by the superficial, because he believed
in the insecurity of our Indian empire. Some
additions which have been made to the present
volumes, place in a strong light the sagacity and
good sense of Lord Metcalfe. . . . The present
demand for a new edition is a sufficient commen-
dation of a work which has already occupied the
highest rank among biographies of the great men
of modern times."—Observer.
"A new and revised edition of the life of one

of the greatest and purest men that ever aided
in governing India. The new edition not only
places a very instructive book within the reach of
a greater number of persons, but contains new
matterof the utmost value and interest."—Critic.
"One of the most valuable biographies of the

present day. This revised edition has several
fresh passages of high interest, now first inserted
from among Lord Metcalfe's papers, in which his
clear prescience of the dangers that threatened
our Indian empire is remarkably shown. Both in
size and price the new edition is a great improve-
ment on the original work."—Economist.
" Mr. Kaye's life of Lord Metcalfe is a work too

well known to need an extended notice ; but there
is something to he said for this republication. It
is an edition revised with care and judgment.
Mr. Kaye has judiciously condensed that portion
of his original work which relates to the earlier
career of the great Indian statesman. Another
improvement in the work will be found in the
augmentation of that part setting forth Lord Met-
calfe's views ofthe insecurity of our Indian empire.
Tie; insecurity which cast a gloom over Metcalfe's
predictions has been fearfully verified by the
events of 1857."—Globe.
"A much improved edition of one of the most

interesting political biographies in Lnglish
literature."—National Review.

The Life and Correspondence of Sir John
Malcolm, G.C.B. By John William Kaye.

Two Volumes, 8m. With Portrait. Price .36,9. cloth.

"The biography is replete with interest and
information, deserving to be perused by the stu-
dent of Indian history, and sure to recommend
itself to the general reader."—Athenceum.
"One of the most interesting of the recent

biographies of our great Indian statesmen."—
National Review.

" This book deserves to participate in the popu-
larity which it was the good fortune of Sir John
Malcolm to enjoy ."—Ed'uiburrih Review.
" Mr. Kaye has used his materials well, and has

written an interesting narrative, copiously illus-

trated with valuable documents."—Examiner.
"There are a great many matters of general

interest in these volumes. Not a little of the

spirit of Arthur Welleslev runs through the book."
—Globe.
"Thoroughly agreeable, instructive reading."—

Westminster Review.
"A very valuable contribution to our Indian

literature. We recommend it strongly to all who
desire to learn something of the history of
British India."—New Quarterly Review." Mr. Kaye's biography isal once a contribution
to the history of our policy and dominion in the
East, and a worthy memorial of one of those wise
and large hearted men whose energy ami prin-
ciple have made England great."—Jjritifh (iHar-
terly Reciew.

The Parsees: their History, Religion, Manners,
and Customs. By Dosabhoy Framjee.

Post 8vo, price 10.?. cloth.

"Our author's account of the inner life of the
Parsees will be read with interest."—Daily News." A very curious and well written book, by a

young l'arsee, on the manners and customs of
his own race."—National Reciew.

"An acceptable addition to our literature. It

gives information which many will be glad to
have carefully gathered together, and formed into
a shapely whole."—Economist.

Suggestions Towards the Future Government
of India. By Harriet Martineait.

Second Edition. Demy Bvo, price 5s. cloth.

"As the work of an honest able writer, these
Suggestions are well worthy of attention, and no
doubt they will generally be duly appreciated."—
Observer.
"Genuine honest utterances of a clear, sound

understanding, neither obscured nor enfeebled by
party prejudice or personal selfishness. We cor-
dially recommend all who are in search of the
truth to peruse and reperuse these pages."—
haily News.

British Mule in India. By Harriet Martineau.

"A good compendim
National Reciew.

',' A reliable cla

Sixth Thousand. Price 2s. &d. cloth.

[ a grcal subject."—

jook for examination in the history of British India.
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The Defence of Luclcnow : a Staff-Officer's Diary.

By Capt. Thos. F. Wilson, 13th Bengal N. I., Assistant-

Adj utant-General.
Sixth Thousand. With Plan of the Residency. Small post 8vo., price 2s. 6d.
" Unadorned and simple, the story is, neverthe-

I
the nature of that underground contest, upon the

less, an eloquent one. This is a narrative not to i
result ofwhich the fateof the beleaguered garrison

be laid down until the last line has been read."— especially depended."—Examiner.
Lender. "We cummenl the Staff-Olllcer's Diary for its
"The Staff-Officer's Diary is simple and brief, unostentatious relation of facts, recorded with a

aid has a special interest, inasmuch as it gives a degree of distinctness that vouches for the au-
fuller account than we have elsewhere seen of thenticity of the writer's statement."—Press,
those operations which were the chief human

,

" The Statl'-OIlicer supplies exact military infor-
means of salvation to our friends in Lucknow. raatiou with brevity and distinctness."—Globe.
The Staff-Officer brings home to us, by his details,

Tiger-Shooting in India. By Lieutenant William

Bice, 25th Bombay N. I.

Super lioyal 8vo. With Twelve Plates in Chroma-lithography. 21s. cloth.

"These adventures, told in handsome large; are very valuable accessories to the narrative;
print, with spirited chromo-lithographs to illus- they have wonderful spirit and freshness."—
irate them, make the volume before us as pleasant I Globe.
readinz as any record of sporting achievements

j

"A good volume of wild sport, abounding in
we have ever taken in hand."—Athenceum.

: adventure, and handsomely illustrated with
" A remarkably pleasant book of adventures

j

coloured plates from spirited designs by tho
during several seasons of 'large game' hunting

|

author."—Examiner.
in Rajpootana. The twelve chromo-lithographs ;

The Commerce of India with Europe, and its

Political Effects. By B. A. Irying, Esq.
Post Svo, price 7s. 6d. cloth.

" Mr. Trving's work is that of a man thoroughly I book of the progress and vicissitudes of European
versed in his subject. It is a historical hand-

|
trade with India."—Economist.

Views and Opinions of Brigadier- General
Jacob, C.B. Edited by Captain Lewis Pelly.

Demy Svo, price 12s. cloth.

"The statesmanlike views and broad opinions I acquaintance with the 'Views and Opinions of
enunciated inthis work wouldcommand attention I General Jacob.' "—Globe.
under any circumstances, but coming from one of , "This is truly a gallant and soldierly book; very
such experience and authority they are doubly

;

Xapierish in its self-conlidence, in its capital
valuable, and merit the consideration of lesis- sense, and in its devotedness to professional
lat'irs an 1 politicians."—Skh. honour and the public good. The book should be
"The facts in this book arc worth looking at. studied by all who are interested in the choice of

If the reader desires to take a peep into the inte- a new government for India."—Daily Newt.
rior of the mind of a great man, let him make

,

Papers of the late Lord Metcalfe. Selected and

Edited by J. W. KAYE. Demy 8vo, price lG.v. cloth.

"We commend this volume to all persons who I speculative sagacity of a philosophical statesman,
like to study stare papers, in which the practical No Indian library should be without it."—Press,
sense of a man of the world is joined to the

|

The Life of Maltamet and Historg of Islam to

the Era of the lleyira. By William Mum, Esq., Bengal
Civil Service. Tiro volumes Svo, price .'52s. cloth.

"The most perfect life of Mahomet in the I it cannot fail to be eagerly perused by all persons
J-or-'b'-h language, or perhans in anvotli«-r. ... having any pretensions to historical knowledge"
the work is at once learned and io'iue-stihg, and

| —Observer.



"WORKS PUBLISHED BY

MR. RUSKIN'S WORKS ON ART.

The Elements of Drawing.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. Wi

Price 7s.

" The rules are clearly and fully laid down ; and
the earlier exercises always conducive to the end

by simple and unembarrassing means. The whole
volume is full of liveliness."—Spectator.

" We close this book with a feeling that, though
nothing supersedes a master, yet that no student
of art should launch forth without this work as a

compass."—Athenxum."
It will be found not only an invaluable acqui-

sition to the student, but agreeable andinstructive

th Illustrations drawn by the Author.

6f/., cloth.

reading for any one who wishes to refine his per-
ceptions of natural scenery, and of its worthiest
artistic representations."—Economist."

Original as this treatise is, it cannot fail to be
at once instructive and suggestive."—Literary
Gazette.
"The most useful and practical hook on the

subject which has ever come under our notice."—
Press.

Modern Painters, Vol. IV. On Mountain

Beauty.

Imperial 8vo, with Thirty-five Illustrations engraved on Steel, and

116 Woodcuts, drawn by the Author. Price 2l. 10s. cloth.

"The present volume of Mr. Buskin's elaborate
work treats chiefly of mountain scenery, and
discusses at length the principles involved in the
pleasure we derive from mountains and their

pictorial representation. The singular beauty of
his style, the hearty sympathy with all forms of
natural loveliness, the profusion of his illustra-
tions form irresistible attractions."—DaihiXeics.
"Considered as an illustrated volume, this is the

most remarkable which Mr. Kuskin has.vet issued.
The plates and woodcuts are profuse, and include
numerous drawings of mountain form by the
author, which prove Mr. Kuskin to be essentially

an artist. He is an unique man, both among
artists and writers."—Spectator." Thi fourth volume brings fresh stores of
wondrous eloquence, close and patient observa-
tions, and subtle disquisition. . . . Such a
writer is a national possession. He adds to our
store of knowledge and enjoyment."—Leader." Mr. Kuskin is the most eloquent and thought-
awakening writer on nature m its relation with
art. and the most potent influence by the pen, of
young artists, whom this country can boast."—
Xationul llecicw.

Modem Painters, Vol. III. Oj Many Tilings.

With Eighteen Illustrations drawn by the Author, and engraved on Steel.

Price 38.v. cloth.

achievement, is the highest and most striking
evidence of the author's abilities that has yet
been published."— Leader.
"All, it is to be hoped, will read the book for

themselves. They will Hud it well worth a careful
perusal."—Saturday Review.
'This work is eminently suggestive, full of new-

thoughts, of brilliant descriptions of scenery,
and eloquent moral application of them."—.Yew
Quarterly Review.
"Mr. Kuskin has deservedly won for himself a

place in the first rank of modern writers upon
the theory of the line arts."—Eclectic Review.

" Every one who cares about nature, or poetry,
or the story of human development—every one
who has a tinge of literature or philosophy, will
find something that is for him in this volume."—
Westminster Review.
"Mr. Kuskin is in possession of a clear and

penetrating mind; be is undeniably practical in
his fundamental ideas; full of t lie deepest
reverence for all that appears to him beautiful
and holy. His style is, as usual, clear, bold, racy.
Mr. Kuskin is one of the first writers of the
day."—Economist.
"The present volume, viewed as a literary

Modem Painters. Vols. I. and II.

Imperial 8vo. Vol. I., 5th Edition, 18s. cloth.

Price lO.s. 6d. cloth.

Vol. II, 4th Editi

"A generous and impassioned review of the
works of living painters. A hearty and earnest
woik, full of deep thought, and developing great
and striking truths in art."—British Quarterly
Review.

1 A very extraordinary and delightful book, full

" Mr. Ruskin's work will send the painter more
than ever to the study of nature; will train men
who have always been delighted spectators of
nature, to be also attentive observers. Our critics
will learn to admire, and mereadmirers will learn

a \ rry cAuauiuiunij mm iit-iiKin nu ouun, urn
|

how to criticise : thus a public will be educated "

of truth and goodness, of power and beauty."—
|

Blackwood's Magazine.
Aorth British Reviev;.
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WORKS OF MR. RUSKIN—continued.

The Stones of Venice.

Complete in Three Volumes, Imperial 8vo, with Fifty-three Plates and
numerous Woodcuts, drawn hy the Author. Price 5/. 15s. 6d., cloth.

EACH VOLUME MAY BE HAD SEPARATELY.

Vol. I. THE FOUNDATIONS, with 21 Plates, price 2/. 2s. 2nd Edition.

Vol. IT. THE SEA STORIES, with 20 Plates, price 2/. 2s.

Vol. III. THE FALL, with 12 Plates, price 1/. lis. Cxi.

"The ' Stones of Venice '

is the production of an "This hook is one which, perliaps.no other man
earnest, religions, progressive, and informed mind, could have written, and one for which the world
The nntlior of this essay on architecture has eon- ought to bo and will be thankful. It is in the
denseditinto a poetic apprehension, the fruit of highest degree eloquent, acute, stimulating to
awe of God, and delight m nature; a knowledge, thuiight, and fertile in suggestion. It will, we
love, and just estimate of art; a holding fast to arc convinced, elevate taste and intellect, raise
fact and repudiation of hearsay: an historic the tone of moral feeling, kindle benevolence
breadth, and a fearless challenge of existing social towards men, and increase the love and Tear of
problems, whose union we know not where lo find GoA."—Timet.
paralleled."—Spectator. W

The Seven Lamps of Architecture.
Second Edition, with Fourteen Plates drawn by the Author. Imperial 8ro.

Price 1,. Is. cloth.

"By 'The Seven Lamps of Architecture.' we . "Mr. Buskin's book hears sounmistakcably tlio

understand Mr. Raskin to mean the Seven lunda- marks of keen and accurate observation, of a true
mental and cardinal laws, tiie observance of and and subtle judgment and refined s use of beauty,
obedience to which are indispensable to the archi- joined with so much earnestness, so noble a sense
tect, who would deserve the name. The politician.

;

of t'.ie purposes and business of art, and such a
the moralist, t lie divine, will find in it ample store command of rich and glowing language, that it

of instructive matter, as well as the artist. The cannot but tell powerfully in producing a more
author of this work belongs to a class of thinkers

I religious view of the uses of architecture, and a
of whom we have too few amongst us,"— deeper insight into its artistic principles."—
Examim r. Guardian,

Lectures on Architecture and Painting.
With Fourteen Cuts, drawn by the Author. Second Edition. Crown Svo.

Price 8s. Gil. cloth.

"Mr. Kuskin's lectures—eloquent, graphic, and " We conceive it to be impossible that any intel-

impassioued—exposing and ridiculing some of the ligent persons could listen to the lectures, how-
vices of our present system of building, and evertheyinightdiHerfroiiiiliejuiigmentsasserted,
exciting his hearers by strong motives of duty and

i
and fiom the general propositions laid down,

pleasure to attend to architecture — are very without an elevating influence and an aroused
successful."—Economist, enthusiasm."—spectator.

The Political Economy of Art. price 2s. 6d. cloth.

" V most able, eloquent, and well-timed work. "We never quit Mr. Ruskin without being the
We hail it with satisfaction, thinkingit calculated belter for what he has told us, and therefore we
to do much practical good, and wecordiallyrecom- recommend this little volume, like all his other
mend it to our readers."— Witness. works, to the perusal of our readers."—Economist.
"Mr. Kuskin's chief purpose is to treat the "This book, daring, as it is, glances keenly at

artist's power, and the art itself, as items or the principles, of which some are among the articles

world's wealth, and lo show how these maybe of ancient codes, while others are evolving slowly
best evolved, produced, accumulated, and dis- to the light."—Lemhi:
tribatei."—Athenceum.

Notes on the Pictures in the Exhibition of
the Royal Academy, fyc, for 1858. By John Ruskin.

Fijth Thousand. Svo, price One Shilling.

A Portrait of John lius]cin, Esq., Engraved by

F. I Toll, from a Drawing by George Richmond.

Prints, One Guinea; India Proofs, Tiro Guineas.
I 1



WOEKS PrBLISHED BY

MISCELLANEOUS.
ANNALS OF BRITISH LEGIS-

LATION, A Classified Summary
or Parliamentary Papers. El.

by Professor Leone Levi. The

yearly issue consists of 1,000 pages,

super royal 8vo, and the Subscrip-
tion is Two Guineas, payable iu

advance. The Twenty-ninth Part

is just issued, commencing the

Third Year's Issue. Volumes I. to

IV. may be had, price 4/. 4.s. cloth.

"A series that v. ill, if it be always managed as
it now is bv Professor Levi, last as Ion/? as there
remains a Legislature in Great Britain. These
Annals are to give the essence of work ilone and
information garnered for the State during each
legislative year, a summary description of every
Act passed, a digest of the vital facts contauied
in every Blue Book issued, and of all documents
relating to the public business of the country.
The series will live, while generations of men die,
if it be maintained in its old age as ably and as

conscientiously as it is now in its youth."—
Examiner.
"The idea was admirable, nor does the execu-

tion fall short of the plan. To accomplish this

effectively, and at the same time briefly, was not
an easy task ; but Professor Levi has undertaken
it with great success. The work is essentially a
guide. It will satisfy those persons who refer to
it merely for general purposes, while it will direct
the research of others who^e investigations take
a wider range.''—Atliencev.m.

CAPTIVITY OF RUSSIAN
PRINCESSES IN SHAIYIIL'S
SERAGLIO. Translated from the

Russian, by II. S. Edwards. With
an authentic Portrait of Shamil, a
Plan of his House, and a Map. Post

8vo, price lO.v. Gd. cloth.

"A book than which there are few novel*, more
interesting. It is a romance of the Caucasus.
The account of life in the house of Shamil is full
and very entertaining ;

and of Shamil himself wo
see much."—Examiner.
"The story is certainly one of the most curious

we have read; it contains the best popular notice
of the social polity of Shamil and the manners of
his people."—Leader.
"The narrative is well worth reading."—

A then/etna.

SHARPE'S HISTORIC NOTES ON
THE OLD AND NEW TESTA-
MENT. Third and Revised Edition.
Post Svo, price 7s. cloth.

" An inestimable aid to the clergyman, reader,
city-missionary, and Sunday-school teacher."
—Illustrated Seirs of the World.
"A learned and sensible book."—Xational He-

Vieir.

ELLIS'S (WILLIAM^ RELIGION IN
COMMON LIFE. Post Svo, price
7s. 6(i. cloth.

" A book addressed to young people of the
upper ten thousand upon social duties."—
Examiner.
" Lessons in Political Economy for young people

by a skilful h&m\,"—Economist.
12

PARISH'S (CAPT. A.) SEA
OFFICER'S MANUAL. Second

Edition, Small Post 8vo, price 5*.

cloth.

"A very lucid and compendious manual. We
would recommend youths intent upon a seafaring
life to study it."—Athenaeum.
"A little book that ought to be in great request

among young seamen."—Examiv.er,

ANTIQUITIES OF KERTCH,
and Researches in the Cim-
merian Bosphorus. By Duncan
McPherson, M.D., of the Madras

Army, E.R.G.S.. M.A.I. Imp. 4to,
with Fourteen Plates and numerous
Illustrations, including Eight
Coloured Fac-Similea of Relics of

Antique Art, price Two Guineas.
"It is a volume which deserves the careful

attention of every student of classical antiquity.
No one can fail to be pleased with a work which
has so much to attract the eye and to gratify the
love of beauty and elesance in design. . . : .

The book is got up with great care and taste,
and forms one of the handsomest works that have
recently issued from the English press."—
Saturday Reticle,

WESTGARTH'S VICTORIA,
and the Australian Gold Mines
in 1857. Post Svo, with Maps, price
10s. Cul. cloth.

"Mr. Westgarth has produced a reliable and
readable book well stocked with information, and
pleasantly interspersed with incidents of travel
and views of colonial life. It is clear, sensible,
and suggestive."—Athenaum." A lively account of the most wonderful bit of
colonial experience that the world's history has
furnished.' —Examiner.
"We think Mr, Westgarth's book much the

best which has appeared on Australia since the
great crisis in its history."—Saturday Reeieic.
"A rational, vigorous, illustrative report upon

the progress of the greatest colony in Australia."
—Leader.

" The volume contains a large amount of
statistical and practical information relating to
A ictoria."—Spectator.

TAULER'S LIFE AND SERMONS.
Translated by Miss Susanna Wink-
worth. With a Preface by the
Rev. Charles Kingsley. Small

4to, printed on Tinted Taper, and
bound in Antique Style, with red

edges, suitable for a Present.
Price 7s. C>d.

"
Miss Winkworth has done a service, not only

to church history and to literature, but to those
who seek simple and true-hearted devotional
reading, or who desire to kindle their own piety
through the example of saintly men, by producing
a very instructive, complete, and deeply interest-
ing life of Tauler.and bv giving to us also a sample
of Tauler's sermons tastefully and vigorously
translated."—Guardian.
.

" No difference of opinion can be felt as to the.

intrinsic value of these sermons, or the general
interest attaching to this book. The Sermons
are well selected, and the translation excellent."
—Athenceum.
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MISCELLANEOUS—continued.

GHANDLESS'S VISIT TO SALT
LAKE : being a Journey across
the Plains to the Mormon
Settlements at Utah. Post 8vo,
with a Map, price 2*'. 6(/. cloth.

" Mr. C'handless is an impartial observer of the
Mormons. He stives a full account of the nature
of the country, the religion of the Mormons, their
government, institutions, morality, and the singu-
lar relationship of the sexes, with its conse-
quences."—Critic.
"Those who would understand what Mor-

monism is can do no better than read this
authentic, though light and lively volume."—
Leader.

"
It impresses tlic reader as faithful."—Xational

Revieir.

DOUBLEDAY'S LIFE OF SIR
ROBERT PEEL. Two volumes,
8vo, price 18s. cloth.

"
It is a good book of its kind. ... II is well

worth reading, and very pleasantly and sensibly
written."—Saturday Betieiv.
"
Tliis biography is a work of great merit, con-

scientiously prepared, plain, clear, and practically
interesting."—Leader.
"It is a production of great merit, and we hail

it as a most valuable contribution to economical
and statistical science."—British Qv.arterlv.

' PAYN'S STORIES AND SKETCHES.
Post 8vo, price 2s. 6r/. cloth.

"A volume of pleasant reading. Some of tho
. papers have true attic salt in them."—Literary
Gazette." Mr. Payn is gay, spirited, observant, and shows
no Utile knowledge of men and books.'

5—Leader."A most amusing volume, full of humorous
adventure and pleasant satire."—Brest.

STONEY'S RESIDENCE IN TAS-
MANIA. Demy 8vo, with Plates,
Cuts, and a Map, price 14a-. cloth.

"A plain and clear account of the colonies in
\iin Piemen's Land."—A'henamm." A perfect guide-book to Van Diemen's Land."
E.ramtner.
"One of the most accurately descriptive books

upon Van Diemen's Land that we remember to
have read."—A"e* Quarterly.

THE PRINCIPLES OF AGRICUL-
TURE

; ESPECIALLY TROPICAL.
By P. Lovell Phillips, M.D.
Demy 8vo, price 7s. <j</. cloth.

" This volume should be in every farm-house,
and it would pay a landlord to present it to his
tenants."—Critic.
"This treatise contains nearly all that is known

of the science of agriculture."—Observer.

CAYLEY'S EUROPEAN REVOLU-
TIONS OF 1848. Crown 8vo,
price 6*. cloth.

" Mr. Cayley has evidently studied his subject
thoroughly, he has consequently produced an
interesting and philosophical, though unpretend-
ing history of an important epoch.

'— Xew
Quarterly." Two instructive volumes."— Observer.

FORBES' (SIR JOHN) SIGHT-
SEEING IN GERMANY AND
THE TYROL. Post 8vo, with

Map and View, price 10s. G</. cloth.
" Sir John Forties's volume fully justifies its title.

Wherever he went he visited sights, and lias ren-
dered a faithful and extremely interesting account
of them. "—Literary Gazette.

BUNSEN'S (CHEVALIER) SIGNS
OF THE TIMES ; on, The Dan-
gers to Religious Liberty in

the Present Day. Translated by
Miss Susanna Winkworth. One
volume, Svo, price 5s. cloth.

"Dr. Bunsen is doing good service, not only to
his country but to Christendom, by sounding an
alarm touching the dangers to religious liberty in
lhe present state of the world.''—British Q'-ar-
terlv.

THE COURT OF HENRY VIM.:
being a Selection of the
Despatches of Sebastian Gics-

iiNiAS, Venetian Ambassador,
1515-1519. Translated by Raw-
don Brown. Two vols., crown Svo,

price 21*. cloth.

"Il is seldom that a page of genuine old history
Is reproduced for us with as much evidence of

painstaking and real love of the subject as in the
selection of despatches made and edited by Mr.
Uawdon Brown."—Times."

Very interesting and suggestive volumes,"—
British Quarterly llemac.
"Most ably edited."—Fraier't ilatjazine.

CONOLLY ON THE TREATMENT
OF THE INSANE. Demy Svo,

price 14*. cloth.

"D:\ Conolly has embodied in this work his
experiences of the new system of treating patients
at Hanwell Asylum."—Economist.
"We most earnestly commend Dr. Conolly's

treatise to all who are interested in the subject."
-WestiuidstcrBevicK.

ROSS'S ACCOUNT OF RED
RIVER SETTLEMENT. One vol.,

post Svo, price 10s. 6d. cloth.
" The subject is novel, curious, and not without

interest, while a strong sense of the real obtains
throughout."—Spectator.
"The history or the Red River Settlement is

remarkable, if not unique, among colonial
records."—Literary Gazette.
" One of the most interesting of the romances

of civilization."—Observer.

ROSS'S FUR HUNTERS OF THE
FAR WEST. Two vols., post Svo,
with Map and Plate, 21s. cloth.

"A well written narrative of most exciting ad-
ventures."—Guardian.
"A narrative full of incident and dangerous

adventure."—Literary Gazette.
'.Mr. Ross's volumes have an historical value

and present interest."—Globe.
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AVOIMCS PUBLISHED BY

MISCELLANEOUS—continued.

RUSSO -TURKISH CAMPAIGNS
OF 1828-9. By Colonel Cues-

net, E.A., D.C.L., F.R.S. Third

edition. Post 8vo, Avith Maps,
price 12*. cloth.

"Tho only work on the subject suited to the

military roi\i\nr."—Uniteil Service Gazette.
" In :i strategic point of view this work is very

valuable,"—Xeiv Quarter!!/.

THE MILITIAMAN AT HOME AND
ABROAD. With Two Etchings,

by John Leech. Post 8vo, price
9s. cloth.

"Very amusing, and conveying an Impression of
faithfulness."—A a'ioi.al Keck ir.

"The author is humorous without being wil-

fully smart, sarcastic without bitterness, and
shrewd without parading his knowledge and
power of observation."—Express.
"A very lively, entertaining companion,"—

Critic.
"Quietly, but humorously, written," —

Atheiio.um.

THOMSON'S MILITARY FORCES
AND INSTITUTIONS OF GREAT
BRITAIN. 8vo, price 5s. cloth.

"A well arranged and carefully digested com-
pilation, giving a clear insight into the economy
of the in my. and the working of our military
system."—spectator.

LEVI'S MANUAL OF THE MER-
CANTILE LAW OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND IRELAND. Svo,

price 12s. cloth.
"

It is sound, clear, and practical. . . . Its
contents are strictly those of a manual—a hand-
book for law chambers, offices, and counting-
houses ; requisite in most of such places, and
superfluous in none."—Athenaeum.
"Its simplicity and faithfulness make it an ex-

tremely serviceable book."—Examiner.
"An admirable work of the kind."—Zoic Times.
"It presents a fair summary of The law on the

great subject of which it treats."—Law Magazine.

THOMSON'S LAWS OF WAR
AFFECTING COMMERCE AND
SHIPPING. Second edit., greatly
enlarged. Svo, price 4s. Gd. hoards.

"Air. Thomson treats of the immediate effects
ofwar; ol enemies and hostile property ; of prizes
and privateers: of license, ransom, re-capture,
and salvage of neutrality, contraband of Mar,
blockade, risrht of search, armed neutralities,
&c.,i.c."—Economist,

UNDINE. From the German of "De
la Motto Fouque." Price Is. Gil.

MORICE'S HAND-BOOK OF
BRITISH MARITIME LAW. 8vo,

price 5s., cloth.

14

HOPKINS'S HANDBOOK OF
AVERAGE. 8vo, price 12s. 6rf.cl.

WARING'S MANUAL OF THERA-
PEUTICS. Fcap. 8vo, price 12s.6J.

cloth.

VOGEL ON DISORDERS OF THE
BLOOD. Translated by Chundeu
Coomal Det. 8vo, price 7s. 6(/.

cloth.

DUNCAN'S CAMPAIGN WITH THE
TURKS IN ASIA. Post 8vo,

price 2s. Gd., cloth.

SIR JOHN HERSCHEL'S ASTRO-
NOMICAL OBSERVATIONS
MADE AT THE CAPE OF GOOD
Hope. 4to, with plates, price
4/. 4s. cloth.

DARWIN'S GEOLOGICAL OBSER-
VATIONS on Coral Reefs,
Volcanic Islands, and on South
America. With Maps, Plates, and

Woodcuts, 10s. G</. cloth.

SMITH'S ZOOLOGY OF SOUTH
OF AFRICA. Royal 4to, cloth,
with Coloured Plates.

MAMMALIA £3
AYES 7
KEPTILIA 5
PISCES 2

I.WEUTEBRAT/E 1

THE BOTANY OF THE HIMA-
LAYA. Two vols., royal 4to, cloth,
with Coloured Plates, reduced to

5/. 5s.

LEVI'S COMMERCIAL LAW OF
THE WORLD. Two vols., royal
4to, price Gl. cloth.

GOETHE'S CONVERSATIONS
WITH ECKERMANN. Translated

by John Oxemoiid. Two vols.,

post Svo, 5s. cloth.

M'CANN'S ARGENTINE PRO-
VINCES, &c. Two vols., post

8vo, with Illustrations, price 24s.

cloth.
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MISCELLANEOUS—continued.

ROSS'S ADVENTURES ON THE
COLUMBIA RIVER. Post Svo,
2s. Gd. cloth.

DOUBLEDAY'S TRUE LAW OF
POPULATION. Third edition, 8vo,
6s, cloth.

SIR JOHN FORBES'S MEMO-
RANDUMS IN IRELAND. Two
vols., post 8vo, price 1/. I*', cloth.

POETICS : ax Essay oif Poetry.

By E. S. Dallas. Post 8vo,

price 2a'. Gd. cloth.

WOMEN OF CHRISTIANITY
EXEMPLARY FOR PIETY AND
CHARITY. By Julia Kavanagh.
Post 8vo, M-ith Portraits, price 5s.,

in embossed cloth.

WOMAN IN FRANCE. By Julia
Kavanagh. Two vols., post 8vo,
with Portraits, price 12s., cloth.

STEINMETZ'S NOVITIATE
; ok,

The Jesuit in Training. Third

Edition, post 8vo, 2s. Gd. cloth.

A CONVERTED ATHEIST'S TESTI-
MONY TO THE TRUTH OF
CHRISTIANITY. Fourth edition,

fcap. 8vo, 3s. cloth.

SWAINSON'S LECTURES ON NEW
ZEALAND. Crown 8vo, price
2.v. Gd. cloth.

PLAYFORD'S HINTS FOR INVEST-
ING MONEY. Second edition,

post 8vo, price 2s, Gd. cloth.

BOOKS FOR THE BLIND. Printed

in raised Koman letters, at the

Glasgow Asylum.
A List of the books, with their prices, may be hud

on application.

LEIGH HUNT'S
AND BOOKS.
10*. cloth.

LEIGH HUNT'S TABLE
3s. Gd. cloth.

TALK.

LEIGH HUNT'S WIT AND HUMOUR.
5s. cloth.

LEIGH HUNT'S JAR OF HONEY
FROM MOUNT HYBLA. Price
5s. cloth.

NATIONAL SONGS AND LEGENDS
OF ROUMANIA. Translated by
E. C. Grenville Murray, Esq.
With Music, crown 8vo, price
2s. 6c/.

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY.
The Prize Essays. By M. Hill and
C. E. Cornwallis. Post 8vo, price
6s. cloth.

EVANS'S (REV. R. W.) SERMONS
ON THE CHURCH OF GOD.
8vo, price 10s. Gd.

EVANS'S (REV. R. W.) RECTORY
OF VALEHEAD. Ecap. cloth,

price 3s.

THOMPSON'S AUSTRIA.
8vo, price 12s.

MEN, WOMEN,
Two vols., price

Post

TAYLER'S (REV. C. B.) SERMONS.
12 mo, price Is. Gd. By the Author
of " Kecords of a Good Man's Life.''

TAYLERS (REV. C. B.) SOCIAL
EVILS. In numbers, each com-

plete, price Gd. each.

I.—THE MECHANIC.
II.—THE LADY AND THE LADY'S MAID.
Ill—THE l'ASTOR OF DRONFELLS.V—THE COUNTRY TOWN.
VI.—LIVE AND LET LIVE; OB, THE MAN-

CHESTER Wkavekh.
VII.—THE SEASIDE FARM.

ELEMENTARY WORKS ON
SOCIAL ECONOMY. Uniform
in foolscap 8vo, half-bound.

I.—OUTLINES OF SOCIAL ECONOMY. 1s.C(L
II.—1'ROGRESSIVE LESSONS IN SOCIAL

SCIENCE.
[II.—INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIAL

SCIENCES. 2.i.

IV.—OUTLINES OF THE UNDERSTANDING.
•2x.

V.-WHAT AM I? WJIERE AM If
01 GUT 1 TO DO '< &o. 1». sowe

WHAT
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"WORKS PUBLISHED BY

WORKS ON INDIA AND THE EAST,
THE ENGLISH IN WESTERN INDIA:

being the early hlstoey of the
Factory at Surat, of Bombay.

By Philip Anderson, A.M. 2nd

edition, 8vo, price 14*. clotli.

"Quaint, curious and amusing, this volume
describes, from old manuscripts and obscure
books, the life of English merchants in an Indian
Factory. It contains fresh and amusing gossip,
nil bearing on events and characters of historical

importance."—Athenaeum.
A book of permanent value."—Guardian.

LIFE IN ANCIENT INDIA. By Mrs.

Speir. "With Sixty Illustrations

by G. Scharf. 8vo, price 15s.,

elegantly bound in cloth, gilt edges.
"We should in vain seek for any other treatise

which, in so short a space, gives so well-connected
an account of the early period of Indian history."
—Daily News.
"Whoever desires to have the host, the com-

pletest, and the most popular view of what
Oriental scholars have made known to us respect-
ing Ancient India must peruse the work of .Mrs.

Speir; in which he will find the story told in

clear, correct, and unaffected English. The book
is admirably got up."—Exam inei:

THE CAUVERY, KISTNAH, AND
GODAVERY : being a Report
on the Works constructed on
those Rivers, for the Irrigation
of Provinces in the Presidency
of Madras. By R. Baird Smith,
F.G.S., Lt.-Col. Bengal Engineers,
&c, &c In demy 8vo, with 19

Plans, price 28*. clotli.

"A most curious and interesting work."—
Economist,

THE BHILSA TOPES
; or, Buddhist

Monuments of Central India.

By Major Cunningham. One vol.,

8vo, with Thirty-three Plates,

price 30*. cloth.

"Of the Topes opened in various parts of India
none have yielded so rich a harvest of important
information as those of Bhilsa, opened bv Major
Cunningham and Lieut. Maisev; and which are
described, with an abundance "of highly curious
graphic illustrations, in tins most interesting
book."—Examiner.

THE CHINESE AND THEIR REBEL-
LIONS. By Thomas Taylor
Meadows. One thick volume, 8 vo,
with Maps, price 18s. cloth.

"Mr. Meadows' book is the work of a learned,
conscientious, and observant person, and really
important in many respects."— Times.

' Mr. Meadows has produced a work which
deserves to be studied by all who would gain a true
appreciation of Chinese character. Information
is sown broad-cast through every pa»e "—
Athenceum.

TRACTS ON THE NATIVE ARMY
OF INDIA. By Brigadier-General
Jacob, C.B. 8vo, price 2s. Gd,

1G

ADDISON'S TRAITS AND STORIES
OF ANGLO-INDIAN LIFE. With
Eight Illustrations, price 5s. cloth.

"An entertaining and instructive volume of
Indian anecdotes."—Military Spectator." Anecdotes and stories well calculated to
illustrate Anglo Indian life and the domestic
manners and habits of Hindostan."— Observer." A pleasant collection of amusing anecdotes."
—Critic.

ROYLE ON THE CULTURE AND
COMMERCE OF COTTON IN
INDIA. 8vo, price 18s. cloth.

ROYLE'S FIBROUS PLANTS OF
INDIA fitted for Cordage,
Clothing, and Paper. 8vo, price
12s. cloth.

ROYLE'S PRODUCTIVE RE-
SOURCES OF INDIA. Super
royal 8vo, price 14s. cloth.

ROYLE'S REVIEW OF THE MEA-
SURES ADOPTED IN INDIA FOR
THE IMPROVED CULTURE OF
COTTON. 8vo, 2s. Gd. cloth.

A SKETCH OF ASSAM:
with some Account of the Hill
Tribes. Coloured Plates, 8vo,
price 14s. cloth.

BUTLER'S TRAVELS AND ADVEN-
TURES IN ASSAM. One vol. 8vo,
with Plates, price 12s. cloth.

DR. WILSON ON INFANTICIDE IN
WESTERN INDIA. Demy 8vo,
price 12s.

CRAWFURD'S GRAMMAR AND
DICTIONARY OF THE MALAY

j

LANGUAGE. 2 vols. 8vo, price
36s. cloth.

ROBERTS'S INDIAN EXCHANGE
TABLES. 8vo, second edition,
enlarged, price 10s. 6c/. cloth.

WARING ON ABSCESS IN THE
LIVER. 8vo, price 3s. Gd.

LAURIE'S SECOND BURMESE
WAR— RANGOON. Post 8vo.
with Plates, price 2s. Gd. cloth.

LAURIE'S PEGU. Post 8vo, price
14s. cloth.

BOYD'S TURKISH INTERPRETER:
a Grammar of the Turkish
Language. 8vo, price 12s.
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WORKS ON INDIA AND THE EAST—continued.

BRIDGNELL'S INDIAN COM- BAILLIE'S LAND TAX OF INDIA.
MERCIAL TABLES. Royal 8vo, \

According to the Moohummcdax
price 21a., half-bound. Law. 8vo, price 6s. cloth.

IRVING'S THEORY AND PRACTICE BAILLIE'S MOOHUMMUDAN LAW
OF CASTE. 8vo, price 5s. cloth. OF SALE. Svo, price 14s. cloth.

THE BOMBAY QUARTERLY BAILLIE'S MOOHUMMUDAN LAW
REVIEW. Nos. 1 to 9 at 5*., 10 to OF INHERITANCE. 8vo, price
14, price 6s. eacli. 9s. clot!).

NEW CHEAP SERIES OF POPULAR WORKS.
In Small Post 8vo,

With large Type, on good Paper, and neat cloth binding.

LECTURES ON THE ENGLISH
HUMOURISTS OF THE 18TH
CENTURY. ByW.M.Thackeray,
Author of "

Vanity Fair,"
" The

Virginians,'' &c. Price 2s. G(/. cl.

" What fine things these lectures contain : \* hat
eloquent and suiitle sayings; what wise and
earnest writing; how delightful are their turns
of humour; with what a touching effect in the
graver passages the genuine reeling of the man
comes out, and how vividly the thoughts are
painted, as it were, in graphic and characteristic
words."—Examiner.

" This is to us by far the most acceptable, of Mr.
Thackeray's writings, liis graphic style, his

philosophical spirit, his analytical powers, his
large heartedness, his shrewdness, and his gentle-
ness, have all room to exhibit themselves."—
Economist.

"Full of sound, healthy, manly, vigorous
writing; sagacious in observation, Independentand thoughtful, earnest in sentiment, m style
pointed.clear.andstraightforward."— Westminster
Jietieic.

"The Lectures are a valuable addition to our
permanent literature: eloquent when the author
is serious, brilliant when he is gay— they are
charming reading."—Daily Xeiei,

" To those who attended the lectures the book
will be a pleasant reminiscence, to others an
exciting novelty. The style — clear, idiomatic,
forcible, familiar, but never slovenly ;

the search-
ing strokes of sarcasm or irony ; the occasional
Hashes of ucnorous scorn ; the touches of pathos,
pity, and tenderness ; the morality tempered but
never weakened by experieneeaud sympathy; the
felicitous phrases, the striking anecdotes, the
passages of wise, practical reflection; all these
lose much less than n e could have expect, d from
the absence of the voice, manner, and look of the
lecturer."—Spectator.

"We have' been charmed beyond expectation
with the reading of these Essays. . . . They
are truly beautiful, suggestive Essays, on topics
fertile in suggestion ; they are unaffectedly
humorous, pathetic, subtle, pleasant, ami thought-
ful. . . . Thackeray's style, half sad, hair

ilayful,
Is seen to perfection in this volume."—

eader.
"

It is not easy to say or show how exceedingly
rich It is in reflection, in wisdom, in wit and
humour, in genial feelings, and in exprcsshe
language."—Nonconformist.

THE TOWN: its Memorable
Characters and Events. By
Leiuji Hunt. With 45 Engravings.
Price 2s. Gd. cloth.

"We will allow no higher enjoyment for a
rational Englishman than to stroll leisurely
through this marvellous town, arm in arm with
Mr. Leigh Hunt. The charm of Mr. Hunt's book
is, that he (jives us the outpourings of a mind
enriched with the most agreeable knowledge :

there is not one page which does not glow with
interest. It is a series of pictures from the life,

representing scenes in which every inhabitant of
the metropolis lias an interest."— Times.
'"The Town' is a book for all places and all

persons: for the study, when one is tired of
labour ; for the drawinsf-room, parlour, carriage,
or steam-boat."—Spectator.
"This is one of the very pleasantest works of

Leigh Hunt. We are never out of siuht of sove-

reigns or subjects, notable buildings and the
builders thereof, booksellers and bookmakers,
plays and players, men about town, and the
haunts where they drank their wine and tapped
one another's wit."—Athenooum.

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF
ART. By John Rcskin, M.A.
Price 2.v. Gd. cloth.

"A most able, eloquent, and well-timed work.
We hail it with satisfaction, thinking it calculated
to do much practical good, and wc cordially recom-
mend it to oar readers."— Wit ness.
"Mr. Ruskin's chief pnrposo is to treat the

artist's power, and the ait itself, as items of the
world's wealth, and to show how these may be
best evolved, produced, accumulated- and dis-
tributed."—Athena urn.

"We never quit Mr. Ruskin without being the
better for what he has told us, and therefore we
recommend this little volume, like all his other
works tu t be perusal of our readers."—Economist.
"This book, daring as it is, glances keenly at

principles, of which some are among the articles
of ancient codes, while others are evolving slowly
to the light."—Leadtr.

BRITISH INDIA. By Harriet
Martixeau. Price 2s. Gd. cloth.

"A good compendium of a gnat subject."—
National Ilrcietr.
"Lucid, glowing, and instructive essays."—

Economist.
"As a handbook to the history of India II Is the

best that has yet appeared."—Moruiitu Herald.
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WOEKS PUBLISHED BY

CHEAP SERIES OF POPULAR FICTIONS.

Well printed, in large Type, on good Paper, and strongly bound in cloth.

Clrrer Bell.JANE EYRE. By
Price 2*. 6d. cloth.

" ' Jane Eyre
'

ia a remarkable production-
Freshness and originality, truth and passion,
singular felicity in the description of natural
scenery and in the analyzation of human thought,
enable this tale to stand boldly out from the ma-s,
and to assume its own place in the bright held of
romantic literature."—Times.

" ' Jane Eyre
'

is a book of decided power. The
thoughts are true, sound, and original; and the

style is resolute, straightforward, and to the

purpose. The object and moral of the work are
excellent."—Exami iter.

"A very pathetic tale; very singular, and so
like truth that it is difficult to avoid believing
that much of the characters and incidents are
taken from life. It is an episode in this work-a-
day world, most interesting, and touched at once
with a daring and delicate hand. It is a book for
the enjoyment of a feeling heart and vigorous
understanding."—Blackwood's Magazine.

" For many years there has been no work of
such power, piquancy, and originality. Its very
faults are on the side of vigour, and its beauties
are all original. It is a book of singular fascina-
tion."—Edinburgh Review.
" Almost all that we require in a novelist the

writer has; perception of character and power
of delineating it; picturesqueness, passion, and
knowledge of life. Reality — deep, significant
reality— is the characteristic of this book."—
Eraser's Magazine.

SHIRLEY. By Cubrer Bell. Price
2s. Gd. cloth.

"The peculiar power which was so greatly
admired in 'Jane Eyre' is not absent from this
hook. It possesses deep interest, and an irre-
sistible grasp of reality. There is a vividness and
distinctness of conception in it quite marvellous.
The power of graphic delineation and expression
is intense. There are scenes which, for strength
and delicacy of emotion, are not transcended in
the range of English fiction."—Exam iner.

"'Shirley' is an admirable book; totally free
from cant, affectation, or conventional tinsel of
any kind; genuine English in The independence
and uprightness of the tone of thought, in the

purity of heart and feeling which pervade it;

genuine English in the masculine vigour or rough
originality of its conception of character; and
genuine English in style and diction."—Morning
Chronicle.
" The same piercing and loving eye, and the

same bold and poetic imagery, are exhibited here
as in 'Jane Eyre.' Similar power is manifested in
the delineation of character. With a few brief
vigorous touches, the picture starts into distinct-
ness."—Edinburgh Review.
" '

Shirley
'

is very clever. It could not be other-
wise. The faculty of graphic description, strong
imagination, fervid and masculine diction, ana-
lytic skill, all are visible. . . . Gems of rare
thought and glorious passion shine here and
there."—Time).

"'Shirley' is a book demanding close perusal
and careful consideration."—Athenaeum.
" '

Shirley' is a novel of remarkable power and
brilliancy; it is calculated to rouse attention,
excite the imagination, and keep the faculties in
eager and impatient suspense."—Morning Post.
" '

Shirley' is the anatomy of the female heart.
It is a book which indicates exquisite feeling, and
very great power of mind in the writer. The
women are all divine."—Daily News,
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ViLLETTE. By Currer Bell. Price
2s. 6d. cloth.

"'
Villette' is a most remarkable work—a pro-

duction altogether sui generis. Fulness and
vigour of thought mark almost every sentence,
and there is a sort of easy power pervading the
whole narrative such as we have rarely met."—
Edinburgh Review.
"This novel amply sustains the fame of the

author of Mane Eyre
' and '

Shirley '

as an original
and powerful writer. 'Villette' is a most admi-
rably written novel, everywhere original, every-
where shrewd."—Examiner.
"There is throughout a charm of freshness

which is infinitely delightful: freshness in obser-
vation, freshness in feeling, freshness in expres-
sion."—Literary Gazette." The tale is one of the affections, and remark-
able as a picture of manners. A burning heart
glows throughout it, and one brilliantly distinct
character keeps it alive."—Athenaeum." '

Villette
'

is crowded with beauties, with good
things, for which we look to the clear sitrht, deep
feeling, and singular though not extensive expe-
rience of life, which we associate with the name
of Currer Bell.'—Daily News." '

Villette' is entitled to take a very high place
in the literature of fiction. The reader will find
character nicely conceived and powerfully de-
picted: he will discover much quiet humour, a
lively wit, brilliant dialogue, vivid descriptions,
reflections both ne.w and true, sentiment free
from cant and conventionality, and bursts of elo-
quence and poetry, Hashing here and there."—
" The fascination of genius dwells in this book,

which is. in our judgment, superior to any of
Currer Bell's previous efforts. For originality of
conception, grasp of character, elaboration and
consistency of did ail, and picturesque force of
expression, few works in the English language
can stand the test of comparison with it."—Morn-
ing Post.

WUTHERING HEIGHTS AND
AGNES GREY. By Ellis and
Acton Bell. With Memoir by
Currer Bell. Price 2s. Gd. cloth.

"There are passages in this book of '

Wuthering
Heights' of which any novelist, past or present,
might be proud. It has been said of Shakespeare
that lie iliew cases which the physician might
study; Ellis Bell has done no less."—Palladium.
" There is, at all events, keeping in the book:

the groups of figures and the scenery are in har-
mony with each other. There is a touch of Sal-
vator Rosa in all."—Atlas.
"'Wuthering Heights' bears the stamp of a

profoundly individual, strong, and passionate
mind. The memoir is one of the most touching
chapters in literary biography."—Nonconformist ,

A LOST LOVE. ByAsiiFORD Owex.
Price 2s. cloth.

"'A Lost Love' is a story full of grace and
genius. No outline of the story would give any
idea of its beauty."—Athi actum.

j

"A tale at once moving and winning, natural
|

and romantic, and certain to rai-e all the finer
| sympathies of the reader's nature."—Press.

"A real picture of woman's life."— Westminster
Review.
"A very beautiful and touching story. It is

true to nature, and appeals to all who have not
forgotten love and youth.

"—Globe.
"A novel of great genius; beautiful and true as

life itself."—New Quarterly Review.
"A striking and original story; a work of

genius and sensibility."—Saturday Review.
"This volume displays unquestionable genius,

and that of a high order."—Lady's Newspaper,
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CHEAP SERIES OF POPULAR FICTIONS—
Continued.

DEERBROOK. By Harriet
Martineac. Trice 2s. 6</. cloth.

"This popular fiction presents a true and ani-
mated picture of country life among the upper
middle classes of English residents, and is re-
markable for its interest, arising from the
influence of various characters upon each other,
and the effect of ordinary circumstances upon
them. The descriptions of rural scenery, and the
daily pursuits in village hours, are among the
most charming of the author's writings; but the
way iu which exciting incidents gradually arise
out of the most ordinary phases of life, and the
skill with which nat ural and every-day characters
are brought out in dramatic situations, attest the
power of the author's genius."—
"A pure and beautiful moral feeling pervades

the work, and recommends it to families where
novels are not generally admitted."—

TALES OF THE COLONIES.
By Charles Bowcroft. Price

2.«. 6d. cloth.

" 'Tales of the Colonies '

is an able and interest-

ing book. The author has the first great requisite
in llction—a knowledge of the life he undertakes
to describe; and his matter is solid and real."—
Spectator.
"It combines the fidelity of truth with the

spirit of a romance, and has altogether much of
De Foe in its character and composition."—
Literari/ Gazette.
"Since the time of Robinson Crusoe, literature

has produced nothing like these 'Tales of tho
Colonies.' "—Metropolitan Magazine.

" This is a singular work. No mere romance,
no mere Action, however skilfully managed or

powerfully executed, can surpass it. The work
to which it bears the nearest similitude is

Robinson Crusoe, and it is scarcely, if at all,
inferior to that extraordinary history."—John
Hull.

ROMANTIC TALES (including
" Avillion "). By the Author of
" John Halifax, Gentleman." A
new edition. Price 2s. <jd. cloth.

" In a nice knowledge of the refinements of the
female heart, and in a happy power of depicting
emotion, the authoress is excelled by very few
story tellers of the day."—Globe.
"As pleasant and fanciful a miscellany as has

been liven to the public iu these latter days."—
Athena um.
"'Avillion' is a beautiful and fanciful story,

and the rest make very agreeable reading. There
is not one of them unqmckeued by true feeling,
exquisite taste, and a pure and vivid imagina-
tion,"—Exa miner.

PAUL FERROLL. Fourth edition,

price Is. cloth.
" We havo seldom read so wonderful a romance.

We can find no fault in it as a work of art. If

leaves us iu admiration, almost in awe, of the
powers of its author."—Alew Quarterly.
"The art displayed in presenting Paul Ferroll

throughout tho story is beyond all praise."—
Examiner.
"The incidents of l he book are extremely well

managed."—Athenirum." ' Paul Ferroll '

is a book that will be very much
read, talked about, and marvelled at."— Globe." The fruit of much thoughtful investigation is

represented to us in the character of Paul
Ferroll We do not need to he told how
he felt and why he acted thus and thus; it will
be obvious to most minds from the very opening
pages. But the power of the story is not weak-
ened by this early knowledge : rather is it

heightened, since the artistic force of contrast is

grand and fearful in the two figures who cling so
closely together in their fond human love."—
Morning Chronicle." 'Paul Ferroll* is a most strikingly original
production. It may be regarded as aphenomenon
in literature—a book that must be read, and
cannot be forgotten."—Meriting Post.
"To all the elements of powerful effect, the

story adds the merit of being ably and forcibly
written."—John Bull.
"'Paul Ferroll' is an original conception

wrought out with marvellous skill and mastery
of language. It is by far the most extraordinary
work of modern Hums."—Illustrated Xeivs of the
World.
"' Paul Ferroll' is one of the novels of this

generation that will be read by the next."— Globe.

SCHOOL FOR FATHERS.
By Taleot Gw'yxxe. Price 2s. cl.

" 'The School for Fathers 'is one of the cleverest,
most brilliant, genial, and instructive stories that
we have read' since the publication of ' Jane
Eyre.' "—Eclectic Review." The pleasantest tale we have read for many a
day. It is a story of the Taller and Spectator
days, and is very fitly associated with that time
of 'good English literature by its manly feeling,

direct, unaffected manner of writing, and nicely -

managed, well-turned narrative. The descriptions
are excellent; some of the country painting is as
fresh as a landscape by Alfred Constable, or an
idyl by Tennyson."—Examiner.
"A capital picture of town and country a

century ago; and is emphatically the freshest,
raciest", and most artist ic piece of fiction that has
lately come in our way."—Nonconformist.
"'The School for Fathers' is at once highly

amusing and deeply interesting — full of that

genuine humour which is halfpathos—and writ ten
I with a freshness of feeling and raeiness of stylo
i which ent it.le it to be called a tale of tho ' Vicar of

Wakefield
' school."—Britannia.

"A hale, hearty, unaffected, honest, downright
English tale. A vigorous painting of English

j

men and manners, by au artist who is thoroughly
'

national in his genius, taste, education, and
J prejudices."—Globe,

"A capital story, illustrating our town and
country life a hundred years ago."—HritUh

1 Quarter!!/.

PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION.

DOMESTIC STORIES.
(By the Author of " John Halifax, Gen-

tleman." &c.

KATHIE BRANDE. By Holme Lee.

AFTER DARK. liy Wilkie Collins.
1<j



AVOKKS PUBLISHED BY

NEW NOVELS.
(to be had at all libraries.)

TRUST FOR TRUST. By
A. J. Barrowcliffe, Author of
" Amberhill." 3 vols. {Nok- ready.)

OLD AND YOUNC. 1 vol.

ELLEN RAYMOND; or, Ups and
Downs. By Mrs. Vidal, Author
of "Tales for the Bush," &c.

3 vols.
" The plot is wrought out with wonderful inge-

nuity, and the different characters are sustained
in perfect keeping to the end."—Illustrated Xetcs
ofthe World.
" ' Ellen Raymond' is anion? the most remark-

able novels of the season."—Ladies Newspaper.
"The characters are good, the style pure, cor-

rect, brisk, and easy."—Press.

LOST AND WON. By Georciana
M. Craik, Author of " Riverston."
1 vol. 2nd Edition.

"
Nothing superior to this novel has appeared

during the present season."—Leader.
" Miss Craik's new story is a good one and in

point of ability above the average ofladies' novels."
"Daily Keics.
" There is a freshness and cleverness in this tale

which renders it charming."—Globe." This is an improvement on Miss Craik's first

work. The story is more compact and more inte-
resting."—Atnenceum,

AN OLD DEBT. By Florence
Dawson. 2 vols.

"A powerfully written novel; one of the best
which has recently proceeded from a female
hand. . . . The dialogue is vigorous and
spirited."—Morning Post.

SYLVAN HOLT'S DAUGHTER.
By Holme Lee, Author of " Kathie

Brande," &c. 2nd edition. 3 vols.

"The well-established reputation of Holme
I.ee, as a novel writer, will receive an additional
glory from the publication of 'Sylvan Holt's

Daughter.' It is a charming tale of country life

and character."—Globe.
"There is much that is attractive in 'Sylvan

Holt's Daughter,' much that is graceful and re-
fined, much' that is fresh, healthy, and natural."
—Press.

MY LADY : a Tale of Modern
!

Life. 2 vols.

"'My Lady' is a fine specimen of an English
matron, exhibiting that union of strength and
gentleness, of common sense and romance, of

\

energy and grace, which nearly approaches our
ideal of womanhood."—Press.

" ' My Lady' evinces charming feeling and deli-

cacy of touch. It is a novel that will be rca 1 with !

interest,"—AtlienKum.

EVA DESMOND
; or, Ml-tatiox.

3 vols.

"A more beautiful creation than Eva it would
be difficult to imagine. The novel is undoubtedly
lull of interest."—Morning Post.
" There is power, pathos, and originality in con-

ception and catastrophe."—Leader.
"This interesting novel reminds us more of

Mrs. Marsh than of any other writer of the day."—Press,
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THE CRUELEST WRONG OF ALL.
By the Author of "

Margaret ; or,

Prejudice at Home." 1vol.
" The author has a pathetic vein, and there is a

tender sweetness in the tone of her narration."—
Leader.
"It has the first requisite of a work meant 1o

amuse: it is amusing."— Globe.
"This novel is written with considerable power;

its tone is high, and the moral sound."—Morning
Herald.

THE MOORS AND THE FENS.
By F. G. Trafford. 3 vols.

"This novel stands out much in the same way
that 'Jane Eyre' did. . . . The characters are
drawn by a mind which can realize fictitious
characters with minute intensity."—Saturday
Review.
"It is seldom that a first fiction is entitled to

such applause as is 'The Moors and the Fens.'
and we shall look anxiously for the writer's next
essay."—Critic." The author has the gift of telling a story, and
"The Moors and the Fens' will be read." —
Athencev.m.
"This is one of the most original novels we

have lately met with. . . . The characters
really show a great deal of power."—Press.

GASTON BLIGH. ByL. S.Lavenu,
Author of " Erlesmere/' 2 vols.

"'Gaston Bligh' is a good story, admirably
told, full of stirring incident, sustaining to the
close the interest of a very ingenious plot, ami
abounding in clever sketches of character. It

sparkles with wit, and will reward perusal."—
Critic.

" The story is told with great power; the whole
book sparkles with esprit; and the characters
talk like gentlemen and ladies. It i

1

; very enjoy-
able reading."—Press.

THE THREE CHANCES.
By the Author of "The Fair
Carew." 3 vols.

"This novel is of a more solid texture than
most of its contemporaries. It is full of good
sense, good thought, and good writing."—States-
man.
"Some of the characters and romantic situa-

tions are strongly marked and peculiarly original.
. . . It is the great merit of the authoress that
the personages of her tale are human and real."—
Leader.

THE WHITE HOUSE BY THE SEA:
a Love Story. By M. Betham-
Emvaeds. 2 vols.

"A tale of English domestic life. The writing is

ry good, graceful, and unaffected ;
it please

without startling. In the dialogue, people do not
talk, and talk naturally."— Critic.

ot

harangue, but 1

" The narrative and scenes exhibit feminine
spirit and quiet truth of delineation."—Spectator."A novel made up of love, pure and simple, in
the form of an autobiography."—Leader,

MAUD SKILLICORNE'S PENANCE.
By Mary C. Jackson, Author of
" The Story of My Wardship."
2 vols.

" The style is natural, and displays Considerable
dramatic power."—Critic.
"It is a well concocted tale, and will be very

palatable to novel readers,"—Morning Post.
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NEW NOVELS—continued.

THE PROFESSOR. By Curreb
Bell. 2 vols.

"We think the author's friends have shown
sound judgment in publishing the 'Professor,'
now that she is gone, ... It shows the first

germs of conception, which afterwards expanded
and ripened into the great creations of her imagi-
nation. At the same time her advisers were
equally right when they counselled her not to

publish it in her lifetime. . . . Hut it abounds
in merits."—Saturday Review.
"The idea is original, and we every here and

there detect germs of that power which took the
world by storm in *Jano Eyre.' The rejection of
the 'Professor' was, in our opinion.no less ad-
vantageous to the young authoress than creditable
to the discernment of the booksellers."—Press.
" Any tiling which throws light upon the growth

and composition of such a mind cannot be other-
wise than interesting. In the 'Professor' we may
discover the germs of many trains of thinking,
which afterwards came to be enlarged and
illustrated in subsequent and more perfect
works."—Critic.
"There is much new insight in it, mv.ch ex-

tremely characteristic genius, and one character,
moreover, of fresher, lighter, and more airy
grace."—Economist.
" We have read it with the deepest interest

;

and confidently predict that this legacy of Char-
lotte Bronte's genius will renew and confirm the
general admiration of her extraordinary powers."
—Eclectic.

RIVERSTON. By Georgiaxa M.
Craik. 3 vols.

"
It is highly moral in its tone and character, as

well as deeply interesting, and written in an
excellent style."—Morning Herald.
" A decidedly good novel. The book is a very

clever one, containing much good writing, well
discriminated sketches of character, and a story
told so as to bind the reader pretty closely to the
text."—Examiner.
"Miss Craik is a very lively writer: she has -u it,

and she has sense, and she has made in the
beautiful young governess, with her strong will,

saucy independence, and promptness of repartee,
an interesting picture."—Press.

" Miss Craik writes well; she can paint cha-
racter, passions, manners, with considerable
effect ;

her dialogue Hows easily and expressively."
—Daily A'ews.

"A production of no little mark, and qualified to
Interest old as well as young."—Leader.
"Decidedly a clever book; giving hopes of a

capacity in the writer for better tilings in the
future."—Economist.
"The author shows great command of language,

a force and clearness of expression not often met
with. . . . We oiler a welcome to Miss Craik,
and we shall look with interest for her next
work."—Athenaeum.

FARINA. By George Meredith.
"

1 vol.
"

V masque of ravishcrs in steel, of robber
knights; of water-women, more ravishing than
lovely. It has also a brave ami tender deliverer,
and a heroine proper for a romance of Cologne.
Those who love a real, lively, audacious piece or
extravagance, by way of a change, will enjoy
'

Farina.' "—AtftentEum.
"Am original and entertaining hook."— West-

minster Review.
"We cordially recommend it for general pur-

chase and perusal."—Daily A'ews.
" '

Farina' cannot fail to amuse the most sober
minded reader."—Critic.
"

It has a true Rhenish flavour."— Press.

BELOW THE SURFACE. 3 vols.

"The book is unquestionably clever and enter-
taining. The writer develops from first to last
his double view of human life, as coloured by the
manners of our age. . . . It is a tale superior
to ordinary novels, in its practical application to
the phases of actual life."—Athenceum.

" There is a great deal of cleverness in this story;
a much greater knowledge of country life and
character in its various aspects and conditions
than is possessed by nine-tenths of the novelists
who undertake to describe it."—Spectator.
"The novel is one that keeps the attention fixed,

and it is written in a genial, often playful tone.
The temper is throughout excellent."—Examiner.
"This is a book which possesses the rare merit

of being exactly what it claims to be, a story of
English country life; and, moreover, a very well
told story."—Daily Xews.
" 'Below the Surface' merits high praise. It is

full of good things; good taste—good feeling-
good writing—good notions, and high morality.'
-Globe.

"Temperate, sensible, kindly, and pleasant."—
Saturday Review.
"A more pleasant story we have not read for

many a day."—British Quarterly.

THE ROUA PASS. By Erick
Mackenzie. 3 vols.

"
It is seldom that we have to notice so good a

novel as the 'Roua Pass.' The story is well con-
trived and well told; the incidents arc natural and
varied; several of the characters are skilfully
drawn, and that of the heroine is fresh, powerful,
and original. The Highland scenery, m which
the plot is laid, is described with truth and feeling
—with a command of language which leaves a
vivid impression."—Saturday Review.
"The attractions of the story are so numerous

and varied, that it would be difficult to single, out
any one point of it for attention. It is a brilliant
social picture of sterling scenes and striking
adventures."—Situ.

"'The Roua Pass' is a work of very great
promise. It is beautifully written. The romance
is ingenious and interesting: the story never
Hags."—Critic.
"The peculiar charm of the novel is its skilful

painting of the Highlands, and of life among the
Highlanders. Quick observation and a true sense
of the poetry in nature and human life, the
author has."—Examiner.

" "The Roua Pass '

is a good novel—the best of
the season."— Westm inster Review.

" This is a very good novel."—Guardian.

THE NOBLE TRAYTOUR.
A Chronicle. 3 vols.

" The ' Noble Traytour
'

is a chronicle, interest-
ing for its facts, interesting for its association,
and, above all, interesting and important for the
clear views which it gives of the modes of life in
' nicrrv England.' at the eventful period to which
it refers." -Observer.

"
It is an Elizabethan masquerade. Shakespeare,

tli" Queen, Essex, Raleigh, ami a hundred nobles,
ladies, and knights of the land, appear on the
singe. The author has imbued himself with the
spirit of thetimes."—Leader.
"The story is told with a graphic and graceful

pen, and the chronicler has produced a romance
not only of great value in a historical point of
view, but possessing many claims upon the atten-
tion of the scholar, the antiquary, anil the general
reader.

"—Post.

"The book has great merit. The portraits of
Elizabeth and Essex are well and finely drawn."—
Critic.
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NEW NOVELS—continued.

KATHIE BRANDE. By Holme Lee.
2 vols.

" ' Kathie Brande '

is not merely a very interest-

ing novel—it is a very wholesome one, for it

teaches virtue by example."—Critic.

"Throughout 'Kathie Brande' there is much
sweetness, andconsiderablepowerof description."
—Saturday Review,
" 'Kathie Brande' is intended to illustrate the

paramount excellence of duty as a moving prin-
ciple. It is full of beauties."—Daily News.

"Certainly one of the best novels that we have
lately read."—Guardian.

PERVERSION ; ok, The Causes and
Co>-sequences of Infidelity. By
the late Rev. YV". J. Coxybeake.
3 vols.

"The ablest novel tint has appeared formally
a day."—Literary Gazette.

"This storv has a touching interest, which
lingers with the reader after he has closed the
book."—AttienrEum.
"The tone is good and healthy; the religious

feeling sound and true, and well sustained."—
Guardian.
"This is a novel, written with a strong sense

both of what is amusing and what is right."—
Examiner.

"
It is long, very long, since we have read a

narrative of more power than this."—British

Quarterly Review.
"This is a good and a noble hook."— Xeir

Quarterly.

FRIENDS OF BOHEM IA:
or, Biiases of Loxdox Life. By
E. M. "Whitty, Author of " The

Governing Classes." 2 vols.

"Mr. Whitty is a genuine satirist, employing
satire for a genuine purpose. You laugh with him
very much: but the laughter is fruity and ripe in

thought. Jlis style is serious, and his east of
mind severe. The author has a merriment akin
to that ofJaques and that of Timon."—Athenceum.
" ' Men and women as they are, and life as it is'

might be the motto of Mr. Whitty's
' Friends of

Bohemia.' Mr. Whittv is a satirist, and seldom
forgets it. His dialogues are rapid and dramatic
as those of a French novel, and perfectly natural."
— Westminster Review.

"'Friends of Bohemia" has the rare merit of

painting clever pictures and of being sparkling
and dramatic from beginning to end."—Daily
A'ews.

"The book is fresh and vigorous; the style is

terse and lively."—Aew Quarterly.

THE EVE OF ST. MARK. By
Thomas Doubleday. 2 vols.

" ' The Eve of St. Mark '

is not onlv well written,
but adroitly constructed, and interesting. Its
tone is perhaps too gorgeous; its movement is too
much that of a masquerade; hut a mystery is
created, and a very loveable heroine is pour-
trayed."—Athenceum.

" ' The Eve of St. Mark '

is an interesting story,
vividly coloured, and not a little dramatic in its
construction. . . . The book is really a ro-
mance—a diorama of antique Venetian life."—
Leader.

"It is the work of an artist, thoughtfully de-
signed, and executed with elaborate pains, in all
that relates to the accessories and colouring of
the time. It will better than most novels of'the
day, repay attentive perusal."—Press.

"We can cordially recommend 'The Eve of St.
Mark ' as a well told, dramatically constructed
tale."—Critic.
" In every way a striking romance. The plot of

the tale is skilfully constructed, and the startling
events are so dexterously introduced as not to
appear improbable."—Sun.

LUCIAN PLAYFAIR. By Thomas
Mackekn. 3 vols.

"There are many truehearted sketches in it of
the homes of our poor, and some wise thoughts
about education, mingled with speculations that
at least tend in a right direction."—Examiner.

" The author has some graphic power, and
various scenes in the three volumes are drawn
with much vividness."—Press.
"

It is impossible to close the book without a
feeling or deep respect for the writer, for the
purity and elevation of his views, his earnestness
without bitterness."— Globe.

"The most ardent lover of incident will find in
this work enough to enchain his interest."—
Morning Herald.

AFTER DARK. By Wilkie Collixs,
Author of "

Basil,"
" Hide and

Seek," &c. 2 vols.

"Mr. Wilkie Collins te'ls a story well and for-
cibly—his stjle is eloquent and picturesque, and

News.
keen insight into character.' —Daily

" Xo man living better tells a story."—Leader.
" Mr. Wilkie Collins takes high rank among the

few who can invent a thrilling story, and tell it
with brief simplicity."—Globe.

"These stories possess all the author's well-
known beauty of style and dramatic power,"—yew Quarterly Review.

NOVELS FORTHCOMING.
A NEW NOVEL. By the Author of

" Violet Bank." 3 Vols.

A NEW NOVEL. By the Author o(

"Rita." In One Volume.

NOVEL. By Miss E. W. Atkin-

son, Author of " Memoirs of the

Queens of Prussia.
"

2 vols.

And other works of Fiction.

A NEW NOVEL. By the Author of
" The Heir of Vallis." 3 vols.
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NEW BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS.
THE PARENTS' CABINET of Amusement and Instruction for Young

Persons. New edit., carefully revised, in 12 Monthly Shilling Volumes,
each complete in itself, and each containing a full page Illustration in oil

colours, with wood engravings, and handsomely hound in ornamented
boards.

CONTENTS.
AMUSING STORIES, nil tending to the development of good qualities, ami the avoidance of faults.
RIOGKAI'lllCAL ACCOUNTS OF REM A UKA HI.E CHARACTERS, interesting; to Young People.
SIMPLE NARRATIVES OE HISTORICAL EVENTS, suited to the eanacity ol" children.
ELUCIDATION'S OE NATURAL HISTORY, adapted to encourage hahits or observation.
FAMILIAR EXPLANATIONS OF NOTABLE SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES AND MECHANICAL

INVENTIONS. -
LIVELY ACCOUNTS OF THE GEOGRAPHY, INHABITANTS, AND PRODUCTIONS OF

DIFFERENT COUNTRIES.

Miss Edgeworth's Oi>inio>i of the Parents' Cabinet:—
"

I almost feel afraid of praising it as much as I think it deserves. . . . There is so much
variety in the hook that it cannot tire, it alternately excites and relieves attention, and does not lead
to the had habit of frittering away the mind by requiring no exertion from the reader. . . . Whoever
your scientific associate is, he understands his business and children's capabilities right well. . . .

'Without lecturing, or prosing, you keep the right and the wrong clearly marked, and hence nil
the sympathy of the young people is always enlisted on the right side."

*** Vols. I. to VI., are now ready.

By the Author of " Round the Fire," &c.

i.

UNICA : a Story for a Sunday
Afternoon. With Four Illus-

trations. Price .'3.9. cloth.
" The character of Unica is charmingly con-

ceived, and the story pleasantly told."—Spectator." An excellent and exceedingly pretty story for
children."—Statesman.
"This tale, like its author's former ones, Will

And favour in the nursery."—Athemeum.
II.

OLD GINGERBREAD AND THE
SCHOOL- BOYS. With Four
Coloured Plates. Price 3s. cloth.

1 'Old Gingerbread and the School-boys' is

delightful, ana the drawing and colouring of the

pictorial part done with a spirit and correctness."

"Tiiis tale is very good, the descriptions being
natural, with a feeling of country freshness."—
Sl>> ctator.
"The book is well got. up, and the coloured plates

are very pretty.
"—<llol>e.

" An excellent boys' hook : excellent in its moral,
chaste and simple in its language, and luxuriously
illustrated."— Illustrated XeiVH of the World.
"A very lively and excellent tale, illustrated

with very delicately coloured pictures."
—

Jic: nomitt.
"A delightful story for little boys, inculcating

benevolent feelings to the poor."—Eclectic lieciew.

hi.

WILLIE'S BIRTHDAY; showing how
a Little Boy did what he Liked,
AND HOW HE ENJOYED IT. With
Four Illustrations. Trice 2s. Cxi. cl.

WILLIE'S REST: a Sunday Story.
With Four Illustrations. Price

2.v. 6c/. cloth.
"Graceful little tales, containing some pretty

parables, arid a good deal of simple feeling."—

UNCLE JACK, THE FAULT KILLER.
With Four Illustrations. Price 3s. cl.

" An excellent little book of moral improvement
made pleasant to children: it is far beyond the
common-place moral tale in design and execution."—Globe.

ROUND THE FIRE: Six Stories
for Young Readers. Square
16mo, with Four Illustrations.

Price 3s. cloth.

"Charmingly written tales for the young."—
Leader.

" six delightful little stories."—Guardian.
"Simple and very interesting."— Natianal

Review.
" True children's uXorWa."—Athenaeum.

'Extremely well written storv
and moral, and got up in a very 1—Morning Herald.

books

THE KING OFTHE GOLDEN RIVER;
or, The Black Brothers. By
John Ruskin, M.A. Third edition,
with 22 Illustrations by Richard
Doyle. Price 2s. 6c/.

" This little fancy tale is by a master-hand. The
story has a charming moral."—Examiner.
STORIES FROM THE PARLOUR

PRINTING PRESS. By the
Authors of the "Parents' Cabinet."

Fcap. Svo, price 2s. cloth.

RHYMES FOR LITTLE ONES.
With 10 Illustrations. Is. Gd. cloth.

LITTLE DERWENT'S BREAKFAST.
By Sara Coleridge. 2s. cloth.

JUVENILE MISCELLANY. Six En-

gravings. Price 2.v. (if/, cloth.

INVESTIGATION
;

on. Travels in
tiii: Boudoir. By Miss IIalsted.

Fcap. cloth, price 3s. 6c/.
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POETRY.
POEMS. By Licut.-Col. William

Read. (In the Press.)

POEMS. By Fred. W. Wtos.
Fcap. 8vo. Price 5s. cloth.

" In his minor poems Mr. AYyon shows a great
deal of the true sentiment of poetry."—Daily
Telegraph.

IONICA. Fcap. 8vo, 4s. cloth.
' "The themes, mostly classical, are grappled
with holdn ess, and tonedwith a lively imagination.
The style is rich and firm, and cannot be said to
he an imitation of any known author. We cor-

dially recommend it to our readers as a hook of
real poetry."—Critic.
" The author is in his mood, quizzical, satirical,

humorous, and didactic by turns, and in each
mood he displays extraordinary po\\ er."—Illus-
trated News of the Wtrlcl.

THE SIX LEGENDS OF KING
GOLDENSTAR. By the late Anna
Bradstkelt. Fcap. 8vo, price 5s.

" The author evinces more than ordinary power,
a vivid imagination, guided by a mind of lofty
aim."—Globe.
" The poetry is tasteful., and above the average."

—National Review.
"This is a posthumous poem by an unknown

authoress, of higher scope and more finish than
theciowd of poems which come before us. The
fancy throughout the poem is quick and light, and
musical."—Athcnamm.

POEMS. By Ada Treyanion. 5s. cl.
" There really is a value in such poems as those

of Ada Trevanion. They give an image of what
many women are on their best side, l'erhaps no-
li here can we point to a more satisfactory fruit
of Christian civilization than in a volume like
this."—Saturday Review.
"There are many passages in Miss Trevanion's

poems full of grace and tenderness, and as sweet
as music on the water."—Press.

POEMS. By Henry Cecil. 5s. cloth.

"He shows power in his sonnets, while in his
lighter and less restrictive measures the lyric
element is dominant. . . . If Mr. Cecil does not
make his name fatuous, it is not that he does not
deserve to do so."—Critic.
" There is an unmistakeable stamp of genuine

poetry in most of these paaes."—Economist." Mr. Cecil's poems display qualities which
siamp them the productions of a line imagination I

and a cultivated taste."—Horning Herald.

ENGLAND IN TIME OF WAR.
By Sydney Dobell, Author of

!

"
Balder,"

" The Roman," &c.
Crown 8vo, 5s. cloth.

" That Mr. Dobell is a poet.
'

England in time of I

War' bears witness."—Atheneeum.

THE CRUEL SISTER, and other
i

Poems. Fcap. 8vo, 4s. cloth.

"There are traces ofpower, and the versification
displays freedom and skill,"—Guardian.

POEMS OF PAST YEARS.
By Sir Arthur Hallam Elton,
Bart., M.P. Fcap. Svo, 3s. cloth.

"A refined, scholarly, and gentlemanly mind is

apparent all through this volume."—Leader.

POEMS. By Mrs. Fkanic P. Fellows.
Fcap. Svo, 3s. cloth.

"There is easy simplicity in the diction, and
elegant naturalness in the thought."—Spectator.

POETRY FROM LIFE. By C. M. K.

Fcap. Svo, cloth gilt, 5s.

"Elegant verses. The author has n pleasing
fancy and a refined mind."—Economist.

POEMS. By Walter R. Cassels.

Fcap. Svo. 3s. 6c?., cloth.

"Mr. Cassels has deep poetical feeling, and gives
promise of real excellence. His poems are ivrit ten
sometimes with a strength of expression by no
means common."—Guardian.

GARLANDS OF VERSE. By Thomas
Leigh. 5s. cloth.

"One of the best things in the 'Garlands of
Terse' is an Ode to Toil. There, as elsewhere,
there is excellent feeling."—Examiner.

BALDER. By Sidney Dobell.
Crown Svo, 7s. Cd., cloth.

"The writer has fine qualities; his level of
thought is lofty, and his passion for the beautiful
has the truth of instinct."—Athenaum.

POEMS. By William Bell Scott.

Fcap. Svo, 5s., cloth.

"Mr. Scott has poetical feeling, keen observation,
deep thought, and command of languag"."—
Spectator.

POEMS. By Mary Mayxard.
Fcap. 8vo, -is., cloth.

" We have rarely met with a volume of poems
displaying so large an amount of power, blended
with so much delicacy of feeling and srace of
expression."—Church of England Quarterly.

POEMS. By Currer, Ellis, and
Acton Bell. 4s., cloth.

SELECT ODES OF HORACE. In

English Lyrics. By J. T. Black.
Fcap. Svo, price 4s., cloth.

"Rendered into English Lyrics wit ha vigour and
heartiness rarely, if ever, surpassed."—Critic.

RHYMES AND RECOLLECTIONS
OF A HAND-LOOM WEAVER.
By William Tiiom. With Me-
moir. Post 8vo, cloth, price 3s.

KING RENE'S DAUGHTER. Fcap.
Svo, price 2s. 6</. cloth.

MAID OF ORLEANS, and other
Poems. Translated from Schiller.

Fcap. 8vo, price 2s. 6 J.

London: Printed by Smith, T.ldfk and Co., Little Green Arbour Court, E.C.
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THE TWO PATHS.
Being Lectures on Art and its Application to Decoration and Manufacture,

Delivered in 1858-9.

With Two Steel Engravings. Crown 8vo., price 7s. 6rf. (Now ready.)

THE ELEMENTS OP PERSPECTIVE.
With Thirty Diagrams. Crown 8vo. (Just ready.')

THE ELEMENTS OF DRAWING.
In Letters to Beginners. Fifth Thousand. Crown 8vo.; with Illustrations

drawn by the Author. Price 7*. 6d.

THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OP ART.
Fourth Thousand. Small post 8to., price 2s. 6d. cloth.

MODERN PAINTERS.
In separate volumes. Imperial 3vo.

Vol. I.—OF GENERAL PRINCIPLES, AND OF TRUTH. Fifth Edition.

Price 18s. cloth.

Vol. II.—OF THE IMAGINATIVE AND THEORETICAL FACULTIES. Fourth
Edition. Price 10s. 6d. cloth.

Vol. DX—OF MANY THINGS. With Eighteen Steel Plates, drawn by the
Author. Price 38s. cloth.

Vol. IV.—OF MOUNTAIN BEAUTY. With Thirty-five Steel Plates, and 1*6

Woodcuts, Drawn by the Author. Price 2/. 10s. cloth.

\* The Fifth and concluding volume is in progress.

THE STONES OP VENICE.
Complete in Three Volumes, Imperial 8vo., with Fifty-three Plates and

numerous Woodcuts drawn by the Author.

Price 5/. 15s. 6d., in embossed cloth, with top edge gilt.

Each Volume mat re had separately, viz. :
—

Vol. I.—THE FOUNDATIONS. With 21 Plates. Price 2/. 2s.

Vol. II.—THE SEA STORIES. With 20 Plates. Price 2/. 2s.

Vol. m.—THE FALL.- With 12 Plates. Price 1/. lis. 6d.

Examples of the Architecture of Venice.

Parts I. to HI., Folio Imperial, each containing Five Plates, and a short Explanatory
Text, 1/. Is. each.

The Seven Lamps of Architecture.

Second Edition, with Fourteen Plates drawn by the Author.

Imperial 8vo., 1/. Is. cloth.

Lectures on Architecture and Painting.
With Fourteen Illustrations drawn by the Author. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo., price 8s. 6d. cloth.

LONDON: SMITH, ELDER AND CO., 65, CORNHILL.
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